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The thesis consists of eight chapters. Chapter I is introductory and contains 
notations, background and a resume of hitherto known results which have direct 
relation with our investigations. The central theme of the thesis is the concept of 
statistical convergence for single as well as double sequences. The idea of statisti-
cal convergence is a recent development in the theory of summability and matrix 
transform °+''^"° 
Let K he & subset of the natural numbers N and let Kn = {k <n : k E K}. 
Then the nktiu-al density of K is given by 
6iK) = lim-\Knl 
if the limit exists, where the vertical bars denote the cardinality of the enclosed 
set. 
Statistical convergence depends on the notion of density of sets of natural 
numbers. 
A real or a complex sequence x = (xk) is called statistically convergent to 
the number C if for every £ > 0 the set 
K{e) = {keK:\xk-i\>e} 
has natural density zero, i.e. 
lim - I {A; < n : I xjt - ^ I > e} I = 0. 
In this case we write st — lim x = L 
By the symbol st we denote the set of all statistically convergent sequences 
and by sto the set of all statistically null sequences. 
In Chapter II, we define and characterize statistically strongly regular and 
statistically almost regular matrices. 
Let / denote the set of all almost convergent sequences. Then 
1 ^ f := {x e £00 : lim ^ Xn+j = L, uniformly in n}, 
A matrix A is said to be almost regular, i.e. A e (c, f)reg if Ace e / for 
X E c with / — lim Ax = lima;. A is said to be strongly regular, i.e. A G (/, c)reg 
if Ax e c foT X E f with lim. Ax = / — limx, where / 
We define the following: 
An infinite matrix A = (a„fc) is said to be statistically almost regular if 
Ax E f for all x G stD^oo with si—limrr = /—lim Ax, where 0^0 denotes the space 
of bounded sequences. We denote the class of such matrices by {st n ioo, f)reg-
An infinite matrix A is said to be statistically strongly regular if Ax E stDioo 
for all a: G / with / — limrr = st — lim Ax. We denote the class of such matrices 
by ( / , st n ^oo)reg-
Note that by Ax we mean the A-transform of the sequence x = {xk)-
We prove the following theorems. 
Theorem 2.1. A G (si fl £00, f)reg if and only if A is almost regular and 
(2.1.1) linipX)fcGB I *(^) k,p) \ =0 uniformly in n for every E C.MI 
such that 6(E) — 0; where 
1 ^ 
i(7?,, k,p) = —— Y^an+i,k-
i=0 
Theorem 2.2. A e {f,str[£oo)reg if and only if 
(2.2.1) Ae{c,stni^)reg; 
(2.2.2) there exists an index set A'' = {ui} such that ^(A'') = 1 and 
lim ^  I a„.fc - a„.,fc+i | = 0; 
' k 
where c is the space of convergent sequences. 
We use the above results to estabhsh some core theorem in Chapter IV. 
The Knopp core (or i^-core) of a real bounded sequence x is defined to be 
the closed interval [£{x), L{x)], where i{x) = lim info;; L{x) = lim sup a: . 
The famous Knopp core theorem states that L{Ax) < L{x) or 
{K — core{.(4a;} ^ K — core{a;}) for every real bounded sequence x, if and only if 
A is regular and limn Y^k I ^ nfc 1 = 1-
If X is a statistically bounded sequence (i.e. there is a number B such that 
b{k : I a;fc I > B} = 0), then the statistical core of x is defined to be the closed 
interval \st — Hminf x, st — lim sup rr]. 
A finite collection {Ki,K2, •• •, Ke} of pairwise disjoint subset of Fis called a 
statistical partition of .JT if (i) 5{[J^j^-^Kj) = 1, (ii) S*{Kj) > 0, for; = 1,2, • • •, ^ ; 
where 6* denotes the upper density which is defined by 
6*{K) = l imsup- I {/r < n : A; G ii:} I . 
n n 
{Ki, K2, • • •, Ki} is called a superior partition ofM if (1) N\U^j^-^Kj is finite, 
(2) Kj is infinite for each j < i. 
In Chapter III, we prove the following theorems. 
Theorem 3.1. If 11-411 < 00, then for every a; G 0^0 
st — core{Ax} C K — core{a;} 
if and only if 
(3.1.1) st — limn JlkeE^"fc — 1' wheneverN\E is finite, for E CM; and 
(3.1.2) Ae{c,Stni^)reg. 
Theorem 3.2. If ||A|| < oo, then for every x ^  loo 
st — core{As} C. st — core{a;} 
if and only if 
(3.2.1) st - UnijiEfceB<^nk = 1, for every E CM such that 6{E) = 1; and 
(3.2.2) Ae{stn£oo,stn£oo)reg-
Proposition 3.3. If ||A|| < oo and A e {st n £cx>,st n £oo)reg, then 
st - Umsup„ Yfi=i I T,jeKi (^nj | < 1, whenever {Ki, K2, • • •, Ke} is a st-partition 
of ^ , but converse need not be true. 
Proposition 3.4. If ||A|| < 00 and A G {c,st D ioo)reg, then 
st — hm sup„ X!i=i I ^jeKi °-nj I < 1) whenever {Ki, K2, •••, Ke} is a sup-partition 
of N, but converse need not be true. 
These propositions show that our condition imphes the condition of Li and 
Fridy. 
The following theorems is more general than our Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. 
Theorem 3.5. Let T = (tjk) be a normal matrix (i.e. triangular with non-
zero diagonal entries) and A — {anj) be any matrix. In order that whenever Tx 
is boimded Ax should exist and be bounded and satisfy 
st - core{Aa:} C K - coie{Tx} 
it is necessary and sufficient that 
(3.5.1) {cnk) = C = AT-'^ exists; 
(3.5.2) C e {C, st n £oc)reg; 
(3.5.3) st — limn JlkeE Cnfc = 1, whenever N\E is finite; 
(3.5.4) for any fixed n, 
m 00 
J2 I J2 ^njtjk I -^ 0 as m -> 00. 
fc=0 i = m + l 
Theorem 3.6. Let A and T be same as in Theorem 3.5. Then 
st — coTe{Ax} C. st — coTe{Tx} 
if and only if (3.5.1) and (3.5.4) hold and 
(3.6.1) c e{stn o^o, st n i^oUg] 
(3.6.2) st — hm„ T,k&E n^fc = 1) for every E C.N such that 6{E) = 1. 
In Chapter IV, we establish the inclusions between the Banach core and the 
statistical core of a bounded sequence. The Banach core (or B-cove) of a real 
bounded sequence x is defined to be the closed interval [—q{—x), q{x)], where 
q{x) = lim sup sup ip;i(3;) 
p n 
is a subhnear functional on o^o-
We prove the following results. 
Theorem 4.1. If ||A|| < oo, then for every x G o^o 
B — core{Aa;} C^st — core{a;} 
if and only if 
(4.1.1) A is almost regular, and 
lim ^ I t(n, fc,p) I = 0 uniformly in n, whenever <5(£^ ) = 0 for E C ^ ; 
^ fees 
(4.1.2) hmsuppSup^Efc I t{n,k,p) \ = 1. 
Theorem 4.2. Let T = (tjk) be a normal matrix and A = (a^j) be any matrix. 
In order that whenever Tx is bounded Ax should exist and be bounded and 
satisfy 
B — corel^lx} C st — core{T3;} 
it is necessary and sufficient that 
(4.2.1) {cnk) = C = AT-^ exists; 
(4.2.2) C is almost regular, and 
lim ^ I fe(n, k,p) |= 0 uniformly in n, whenever 6{E) = 0 ior E CN; 
^ keE 
(4.2.3) limsuppSup„X)fc I bin^^^P) 1 = ^t where 
1 ^ 
6(n, A;, p) = ——- ^ c^ +i.fc ; 
(4.2.4) for any fixed n, 
m oo 
Y. I E ^"i^ ifc I -> 0 as m ^ oo . 
Theorem 4.3. Let A and T be same as in Theorem 4.2. Then 
B - core{^a:} C, K - core{T3;} 
if and only if (4.2.1) and (4.2.4) hold, and 
(4.3.1) C is almost regular; 
(4.3.2) limsupp sup„ E^ | ^ ELo Cn+i,k \ = 1-
Theorem 4.4. Let A and T be same as in Theorem 4.2. Then 
B - corel^a;} C 5 - core{Tx} 
if and only if (4.2.1), (4.2.4) and (4.3.2) hold, and 
(4.4.1) C is F-regular, i.e. C e (/, f)reg-
Theorem 4.5. If \\A\\ < oo, then for every x ^ i^o 
st — core{Ax} C. B — core{a:} 
if and only if 
(4 .5 .1 ) A G ( / , s i n ^oo)res; 
(4.5.2) st — limn Hk&E ^'nk = 1, whenever N\E is finite for E C.M. 
Theorem 4.6. Let A and T be same as in Theorem 4.2. Then 
st — coTe{Ax} C. B — core{T3;} 
if and only if 
(4.6.1) (cnk) = C = AT-^ exists; 
(4.6.2) Ce{f,stn£oo)re9; 
(4.6.3) st — limn Jlk&E n^fe = 1 whenever M\E is finite; 
(4.6.4) for any fixed n, 
m oo 
^ I X! ^njtjk I ^ 0 as m —> OO. 
fc=0 j=Tn+l 
In Chapter V, we generahze the concepts of statistical convergence, statisti-
cal boundedness, statistical cliister point, statistical limit point, statistical Hmit 
superior and limit inferior for a sequence of infinite matrices B = {Bi), where 
Bi = {bnkii))-
A sequence a: G ^ oo is said to be Fg-convergent (or ;B-summable) to the value 
B — lim X (denotes the generalized limit) if 
lim(Bia;)„ = l i m ^ 6„fc(i) = B — lima;, uniformly in i > 0. 
k 
By an index set we mean a subset {ki} oiN with ki < fcj+i. 
An index set K is said to have B-density SB{K) equal to d, if 
hm X br,k{i) = d, uniformly in i. 
keK 
Let JR"^  denote the set of all regular methods B with h^kii) > 0 for all n, k 
and i. 
Let 5 e 3?"*". A sequence x = {xk) is called ^-statistically convergent to the 
number £, if for every £ > 0 
6B\{k:\xk-e\>e}\=0 
8 
and we write sts — lima: = £. We denote by st(B) the space of all ^-statistically 
convergent sequences. 
By 6B{K) =?^  0 we mean that either 5B{K) > 0 or K fails to have iB-density. 
Let B G ^^. The number 7 is said to be ;B-statistical cluster point of a 
sequence x if for every e: > 0 the set {A;: | a^fc — 7 | < e} does not have iB-density 
zero. 
Let JB € 3?"*". The number A is said to be B-statistical hmit point of a se-
quence X if there is a subsequence of x which converges to A such that whose 
indices do not have S-density zero. 
We denote by Tx{l3) the set of fi-statistical cluster points and by Ax{B) the 
set of ^-statistical limit points of x. 
Let us write 
Gx = {geR:6B{k:xk>g}^0}, 
and 
Fx = {feR:6B{k:Xk<f}^0}, 
for a number sequence x = (xk). Then we define the iB-statistical limit superior 
and ^-statistical limit inferior of a; as follows: 
^ ,. f supG,: , if G ^ ^ 0 , 
siB — lim sup x = < [ - 00 , if Gi = 0, 
and 
stB — lim mi rr = < 
' +00 , if F^ = 0. 
The number sequence x is said to be B— statistically bounded if there is a 
number M such that 
6B{k •.\xk\>M} = 0. 
We prove the following results. 
9 
Theorem 5.1. (a) If si = sts — limsupa; is finite, then for every positive 
number e 
(5.1.1) 6B{k : rcfc > Si - e} 7^  0 and Ssik : x^ > Si + e} = 0. 
Conversely, if (5.1.1) holds for every £• > 0 then si = stp — limsupx. 
(b) If S2 = SIB — lim inf x is finite, then for every positive number e 
(5.1.2) 6B{k : Sfc < S2 + e} 7^  0 and 5e{/r: Xk < S2 - e} = 0. 
Conversely, if (5.1.2) holds for every £ > 0 then s^ = sts — lim inf a;. 
Theorem 5.2. For any real number sequence x 
sts — lim inf rr < st^ — lim sup rr. 
Theorem 5.3. For any number sequence x, 
S-statistical boundedness =^ B-statistical convergence 
if and only if 
stB — lim inf a: = SIB — hmsupx. 
Theorem 5.4. If the number sequence x is bounded above and 
5-summable to the number ^ = SIB — lim sup .r, then x is ^-statistically con-
vergent to L 
Theorem 5.5. If the number sequence x is bounded below and ;B-summable 
to the number i = SIB — lim inf 3;, then x is ^-statistically convergent to L 
In Chapter VI, we establish a core theorem involving the concept of almost 
convergence for double sequences. 
A double sequence x - {xjk)'j^i.^o is said to be convergent in the 
Pringsheim's sense or P-convergent if for every e > 0 there exists N e N such 
that \xjk-i\ <B whenever j , k> N and we denote by P - lim x = t 
We denote the space of P-convergent sequences by C2. 
10 
A double sequence x is bounded if there exists a positive number M such 
that I Xjk I < M for all j and k, i.e. if 
lk||(oo,2) = s u p \Xjk\ <00 . 
We denote the set of all bounded double sequences by ^^. 
A double sequence x = (xjfcjj^ ^^o ^^ ^^^^ numbers is said to be almost 
convergent to a hmit L if 
•1 m+p—l n+q—1 
lim sup I — V V Xjk - 1/ 1= 0 . 
We say that a four dimensional matrix A = (a^"^) is strongly regular if every 
almost convergent double sequence x = (xjk) is A-summable to the same limit, 
and the A-means 
CX3 OO 
E v > 77171 
are also bounded. 
We write 
1 m+p—l n+q—l 
L*(3;) = hmsup sup — ^ ^ Xjk . 
p,q^oo 77i,7i>0 Vq j = ^ k=n 
Then we define the MR-core of a real-valued bounded double sequence x to 
be the closed interval [-L*{-x),L*{x)]. 
Also the Pringsheim core or P-core of a real-valued bounded double sequence 
is the closed interval [P - hm inf x, P — lim sup x]. 
Note that 
Mi?-core{a;} C P-core{rc} 
The following result was given by Patterson. 
Theorem 6.1. If A is a four dimensional matrix, then for all real-valued 
double sequences x , 
P - lim sup Ax < P — lim sup x 
11 
if and only if 
(6.1.1) A is bounded regular; 
(6.1.2) P - lim^„ 1:3^0,0 I s T I = 1 • 
We prove the following theorem which is a generahzation of the above theorem. 
Theorem 6.2. Let ^ be a four dimensional matrix. For every bounded 
double sequence x, 
P-core{Aa;} C Mi?-core{a;} 
if and only if 
(6.2.1) A = (dj^) is strongly regular; and 
(6.1.2) holds. 
In this chapter we also construct various examples, e.g. almost convergent 
double sequences, strongly regular four dimensional matrix, bounded-regular ma-
trix which is not strongly regular. 
In Chapter VII. we define and study statistical convergence for double se-
quences. 
Let K C ^ X .3V be a two dimensional set of positive integers and let 
K{n,m) be the numbers (i,j) in K such that i < n and j < w,. Then the 
double natural density of K is defined by 
"•'"» nm, 
A real double sequence x = {xjk) is said to be statistically convergent to the 
number i if for each c > 0. the set 
{{j: k)J ^ n and k <rn,: \xjk — i\ > e) 
has double natural density zero. In this case we write 5^ 2 — liiUn.Tn Xmn = ^ and 
we denote the set of all statistically convergent double sequences by st2. 
12 
We prove the following results. 
Theorem 7.1. A real double sequence x = (xjk) is statistically convergent to 
a number i if and only if there exists a subset K = {(i, s)} CNxM, i,s = 1,2,-• • 
such that 6{K) = 1 and 
lima:,-, jfc = £. 
i,s •'""^ 
Theorem 7.2. The set 5^ 2 D ^^ is a closed Unear subspace of the normed 
linear space ^^. 
Theorem 7.3. The set 5*2 H ^^ is nowhere dense in i^^. 
We also define the following. 
A real double sequence x = {xjk) is said to be statistically Cauchy if for every 
£> 0 there exist N = Ar(e) and M = M{£) such that the set 
{(i, k),j <n,k<m:\ Xjk -x^^\> e} 
has double natural density zero. 
Theorem 7.4. A real double sequence x = (xjk) is statistically convergent 
if and only if x is statistically Cauchy. 
Theoremi 7.5. The following statements are equivalent: 
(7.5.1) X is statistically convergent 
(7.5.2) X is statistically Cauchy 
(7.5.3) there exists a set Knm = {{ji, h), • • •, {jn, km)} such that 62{KnTn) = 1 
and ]imn,mXj^,km = '^-
Corollary 7.6. If x is statistically convergent to £ then there exists a sub-
sequence y oi X such that 
]imy = £ and 62{{j, k) : Xjk = Vjk} = 1-
We also estabhsh the relation between statistical convergence and strongly 
Cesaro summable sequences. 
13 
We say that a double sequence x = (xjk) is Cn-summable or Cesaro 
summable to a finite limit £ if the sequence (a^^) is convergent to i in Pring-
sheim's sense, i.e. 
1 n 771 
H m — y ^ y^ Xik = t 
^''^ 3=1 fc=l 
Similarly Cw a^ nd Coi summable sequences are defined, where 
'^"i" "" ^ „ 2^ Z^^Jk, 
" ^ " j ^ i fc=i 
-I 771 




Let re = (xjk) be a double sequence and p be a positive real number. Then 
the double sequence x is said to be strongly p-Cesaro summable to £ if 
-1 71 7Tl 
lim y T\xjk-i\''=0. 
n,m ^ ^ ^ / I - I J'= I 
J = l K = l 
We denote the space of all strongly p-Cesaro summable double sequences by 
2 
Theorem 7.7. Let x = (Xjk) be a double sequence and p be a positive real 
number. Then 
(a) if x is strongly p-Cesaro summable to i, then it is also statisticalh-
convergent to £, 
(b) wimi^st^mi-
14 
In Chapter VIII, we prove some Tauberian theorems for statistically conver-
gent double sequences. 
We denote the backward differences of Xjk as follows: 
V u Xjk = Xjk - Xj-i^k - Xj,k-\ + Xj-i^k-l 
V i o Xjk = Xjk - Xj-i^k 
V o l Xjk = Xjk -Xj^k-i-
We can also easily compute the following differences: 
Dl- Xjk — Xj+p^k+q = Z2i=j+l 22s=k+l " u Xis 
~ S i = j + 1 V i o Xi^k+q -~ Yjs=k+\ V o l Xj+p^s 
= - EiijVi Vio Xik - E S + 1 Vol Xj^p^s 
D2- Xnj - Xnk = Es=fc+i V o l Xns 
Dz- Xnm ~ Xkm — 2^i=k+l VlO Xim 
U^. Xjk — ^^nm — l^i=j+i Z^s=k+\ ^ 1 1 -^w 
— E i L j + i V i o Xim — J2s=k+1 V o i Xns 
J^5- Xjk XxiTTT, Xfik + 3;n.m ^^ l-,i=j-{-\ Zjs=fc+1 ^ H "^'is-
Theorem 8.1. Let x — [Xjk) be a double sequence with 5^ 2 — hmx = f and 
there exist a constant ni such that 
(8.1.1) VnXjk = 0{j^)-
(8.1.2) VroXjk = 0{))-
(8.1.3) Vol Xjk = Oil), 
whenever j , k > ni. Then hmj_fc Xjk = L 
15 
Lemma 8.2. Let x = {xjk) be a double sequence. If there exists a constant 
ni such that the following conditions hold 
(8.2.1) Vnxjk = 0{j-,); 
(8.2.2) VioXjk^OC-y, 
(8.2.3) Vol rr.-fc = C'(i), 
whenever j , k>ni. Then (Vn Cn x)mn = 0{:;^). 
Corollary 8.3. Let x = {xjk) be a double sequence and there exist a constant 
Til such that 
(a) if Vio Xjk = 0 ( i ) , then (Vio Cio x)n = 0{^) 
(b) if Vol Xjk = 0 ( J ) , then (Voi Coi x)m = 0 ( i ) , 
whenever j , k> ni. 
Theorem 8.4. For a double sequence x = (xjk) if 5*2 — limCn x = i and 
there exists a constant rii such that 
(8.4.1) Vnxjk = 0{j-,); 
(8.4.2) Vio x,fc = 0(1); 
(8.4.3) Vol Xjk = 0(1), 
whenever j , k > Ui. Then limj,fc Xjk = £• 
Corollary 8.5. Let x = (xjk) be a double sequence and there exist a constant 
77-1 such that 
(a) if st2 — lim Cio x = i and Vio Xjk = 0( j ) then limj_/t Xjk = ^ 
(b) if 5*2 - lim Coi a; = ^ and Voi Xjk = O(^) then limj,^ ; Xjk = i, 
whenever j,k > ni . 
16 
T h e o r e m 8.6. Let x = {xjk) be a double sequence with 5*2 — hma; = ^ and 
there exist constants ni and M such that 
(8.6.1) jkVn Xj+iM^ ^ - • ^ 5 
(8.6.2) j Vio rEj+i,fc > - M ; 
(8.6.3) k Vol Xj,fc+i > - M , 
whenever j , k> n\. Then hnij^ fc Xjk — L 
L e m m a 8.7. Let x = {xjk) be a double sequence and there exist constants 
rii and M such that 
(8.7.1) jkVn Xj+i,k+i > -M; 
(8.7.2) j Vio a;,-+i,fc > -M; 
(8.7.3) k Vol Xj,k+i > - M , 
whenever j , k > rii. Then ( V n C n a;)nTn > —M. 
Corollsiry 8.8. Let x = (xjk) be a double sequence and there exist constants 
Til a-nd M such that 
(a) if jVio Xj+i,fc > - M , then (Vio C'lo x)n > -M 
(b) if /cVoi Xj,fc+i > - M , then (Voi Coi x)^ > - M , 
whenever j , /c > n i . 
T h e o r e m . 8.9. Let x = {xjk) be a double sequence with sta — l i m C n x. = i 
and there exist constants ni and M such that 
(8.9.1) jkVn Xj+r^k+i > -M; 
(8.9.2) j Vio a^ i+i,fc > - M ; 
(8.9.3) k Vol a:j,fc+: > - M , 
whenever j,k > rii. Then linij^ jfc rCj-fc = L 
17 
Corollary 8.10. Let x = (xjk) be a double sequence and there exist con-
stants rii and M such that 
(a) if st2 - lim Cio x = i and jVw Xj+i^k > -M then Iimj,jt Xjk = H 
(b) if 5*2 - limCoi x = t and fcVoi a^ j.fc+i > — M then Umj,fca:jfc = t^ 
whenever j , fc > ni. 
The main feature of the present work is that each new concept and almost 
every result is supported by some numerical examples. 
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PREFACE 
The present thesis entitled/'STATISTICAL CONVERGENCE AND 
INFINITE MATRICES", is an outcome of my research that I have been pur-
suing since 9.8.1999, imder the esteemed supervision of Dr. Mursaleen, Reader, 
Department of Mathematics, AHgarh Muslim University, Aligarh. 
The central theme of the thesis is the concept of statistical convergence for 
single as weU as double sequences through which we have established results 
of various natures, e.g. hmit point and cluster point, limit superior and limit 
inferior, matrix transformations, core theorems,Tauberian theorems etc. 
The thesis consists of eight chapters. In Chapter I, we recall some elemen-
tary definitions, notations and background material. Chapter II concerns with 
the study to charax^terize some matrix classes involving the space of statistically 
convergent sequences and we use these matrix classes in the subsequent chapters 
to establish core theorems. 
Chapter III and IV are devoted to establish core theorems, i.e. inclusions 
involving the Knopp core, Banach core and statistical core. 
In Chapter V, we generalize the concept of statistical convergence and other 
related concepts through a sequence of infinite matrices B = (Bi). This chapter 
is also a bridge between two passages of the study of single and double sequences. 
Chapter VI deals with the study of double sequences. We define here 
Mi?-core of a double sequence invoh'ing the idea of almost convergence for dou-
ble sequences; and we find necessar}- and sufficient conditions to establish the 
inclusion between P-core (Pringsheim's core) and MjR-core. There and onward 
we consider the fom: dimensional infinite matrices. 
In Chapter VII, we introduce and discuss the concepts of statistically con-
vergent and statistically Cauchy double sequences x = (xjk) and estabhsh the 
relation between them. We also find the relation between statistical convergence 
and strongly Cesaro summable sequences. 
VIII th and the last chapter is devoted to establish various interesting 
Tauberian theorems for statistically convergent double sequences. 
The main feature of the present work is that each new concept and almost 
every result is supported by some ntimerical examples. 
Towards the end of the thesis, we have given a fairly exhaustive bibhography 
of the books and pubUcations to which references have been made throughout 
the thesis. 
September 6, 2001. (Osama Hasan Husein Edely) 
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CHAPTER I 
BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Historical Note 
The concept of statistical convergence was first introduced by Fast [14] in 
1951. In 1953, this concept arises as an example of "convergence in density" as 
introduced by Buck [3]. Schoenberg [51] in 1959, studied statistical convergence 
as a summability method and gave some properties of statistical convergence. 
Zygmund [55] established a relation between it and strong summability. The 
concept of convergence in density, where the "density is generated by matrix 
and non-matrix summability methods, has been explored by Ereedman and Sem-
ber ([15], [16], [17]). In the recent years since 1980 this idea has grown a little fast 
after the papers of Salat [49] and Fridy [18]. Fridy [18] has shown that statistical 
convergence is a non-matrix method in the sense that it is not included by any 
regular matrix method. 
1.2. Notat ions 
Throughout the present work we shall use the following notations which are 
conventional (cf. Cook [9], Hardy [26], Maddox [36]). 
M := The set of all natural numbers 
R := The set of all real numbers 
€ ;= The set of all complex numbers 
limji; : means limfc-.oo 
inffc : means inffc>i, miless otherwise stated 
supfc : means supfc>i, unless otherwise stated 
Y,k '• means summation over k = 1 to k = oo, unless otherwise stated 
X = {xk) or {xk}, the sequence whose A:-th term is Xk 
Cfc = (0,0,•--jO, 1,0,0,•••), the sequence whose fc-th component is 1 and 
others zeros, for aU A; G iST 
e = ( l , l , l , - - - ) 
u : = {x = (xk) : Xk EMOI €}, the space of all sequences, real or complex 
o^o : = {3; € w : sup;t | x^ : I < 00}, the space of all bounded sequences 
c : = {x eoj : Hmfe Xk = i for some £ E €} the space of all convergent 
sequences 
Co : = {x Eu : limfe Xk = 0} the space of all null sequences 
^00, c and Co are Banach spaces with the norm 
||a;||oo = sup I rEfc I . 
k 
Ci : = {x E u): lim„ ^ Jll=i ^k = ^ for some £ E€} the space of all Cesaro 
summable sequences 
Wp-. = [x EuJ: limn ^ J2t=i \ ^k — ^ \^ = ^ ioi some £ E €} the space of all 
strongly Cesaro summable sequences, where 0 < p < 00 
Cesaro matrix or Ci—matrix : A matrix A = (a^ fc) such that 
^ , l<k<n, 
0 , k.> n; 
is called a Cesaro matrix of order 1. 
If p is a positive function of a variable which tends to a Umit, then we write 
f = 0{g) : means | / | < Mg, where M is constant 
f = o{g) : means f/g-^0. 
1.3. Statistical Convergence: Definitions and Examples 
Let if be a subset oiM and let Kn = {k <n : k Q: K}. 
Definition 1.3.1. The natural density of K (cf. Niven and Zuckerman [42]) 
is given by 
6iK)^\im-\Knl 
" n 
if the limit exists, where the vertical bars denote the cardinality of the enclosed 
set. 
For example, the set of even positive integers has natural density ^ and the 
set of primes has natural density zero. 
Notice that 
where XK denotes the characteristic sequence of K given by 
*""•'• 1 , ili€K. 
Statistical convergence depends on the notion of density of sets of natural 
numbers. 
The notion of statistical convergence was first introduced by Fast [14] and 
also independently by Buck [3] and Schoenberg [51] for real and complex se-
quences. Further this concept was studied by Salat [49], Fridy [18], Connor [6], 
Kolk [29] and many others. 
Definition 1.3.2. A real or a complex sequence x = (xk) is called 
statistically convergent to the number £ if for every e > 0 the set 
K{E) = {keK:\xk-i\>e} 
has natural density zero, i.e. 
l i m - 1 {A;<n: | x f c - ^ | > e } | = 0 . 
n n 
In this case we write st — lim x = £. 
By the symbol st we denote the set of all statistically convergent sequences 
and by stg the set of all statistically null sequences. 
Note that every convergent sequence is statistically convergent to the same 
number, so that statistical convergence is a natural generalization of the usual 
convergence of sequences. 
The sequence which converges statistically need not be convergent and also 
need not be bounded. 
Example 1.3.3. Let x = (xk) be defined by 
,.. , k , a k is a square, 
V') ^k = \ 
0 , otherwise. 
We see that x is statistically convergent to zero but x is neither convergent 
nor bounded. 
1 , if fc is even, 
' 2 , if A; is odd. 
Here x is not statistically convergent. 
By an index set we mean a subset {ki} oiN with ki < ki+i. 
Let K = {ki} be an index set. The ii'-section of a sequence x = {xk) is 
defined to be the sequence x^^ = (y^), where 
Xk , ke K, 
0 , otherwise. 
A sequence space X will be called section-closed if a;'^' G -X" for all rr G X 
and for every index set K. 
Fridy [18] introduced the statistical analogue of the Cauchy convergence 
criterion. 
Definition 1.3.4. The number sequence x = [xk) is called statistically 
Cauchy sequence if for every £ > 0 there exists a number N{= N{e)) such that 
lim — \ [k < n : \ Xk — xi^ \ > e} \ = Q. 
Fridy [18] proved the equivalence relation between Definition 1.3.2 and Def-
inition 1.3.4. 
Analogue to the definition of a limit point, Fridy [19] defined the following: 
Definition 1.3.5. A subsequence {xk{j)) oix is said to be a thin subsequence 
UK = {k{j) : j GM} has natural density zero. It is called a nonthin subsequence 
of a; if i^ does not have natural density zero. 
Note that {xk(^j)) is a nonthin subsequence of x if either 6{K) > 0 or K fails 
to have natural density. 
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Definition 1.3.6. The number A is a statistical limit point of the number 
sequence x provided that there is a nonthin subsequence of x that converges 
to A. 
Definition 1.3.7. The number 7 is a statistical cluster point of the number 
sequence x provided that for every e > 0 the set {k e N : | x^ — 7 | < e} does 
not have natural density zero. 
Fridy [19] noted that for any number sequence x, 
A3; C 1 J, C Lx, 
where A^, F^ and L^ denote the set of all statistical limit points, the set of all 
statistical cluster points and the set of ordinary limit points of x, respectively. 
In [22], Fridy and Orhan introduced the following: 
For a real number sequence x, let 
B,:={beR:5{k:xk>b}^0}, 
and 
A:r-^{aeR: 6{k :xk<a}^0} . 
Definition 1.3.8. If x is a real number sequence, then the statistical 
limit superior of x is given by 
supB^ , if 5^ 7^0, 
st — limsupx := < 
-00 , iiBx = 0. 
Also, the statistical limit inferior of x is given by 
/ MAx , if A^ 7^0, 
st — limmra; ;= < 
[ +CX) , if A^ = 0. 
Definition 1.3.9. The real number sequence x is said to be statistically 
bounded if there is a number B such that 
e{k : \xk\>B} = 0. 
Example 1.3.10. Let x = (xk) be given by 
Xk= \ 
k , if A; is a prime, 
1 , ii k is an odd not prime, 
0 , if A; is an even not prime. 
It is easy to see that x is not statistically convergent but it is statistically 
bounded since, 6{k : \ Xk \ > 1} = 0, although x is unbounded above. Thus 
5^ = (-00,1), A^ = {0,oo), 
also 
A, - {0,1}, r , = {0,1} and L^ = {0,1}. 
Li and Fridy [34] introduced the concepts of statistical partition and superior 
partition of i^. 
Definition 1.3.11. A finite collection {Ki, K2, •••, Ke} of pairwise disjoint 
subsets oiN is called a statistical partition oiN if the following conditions hold: 
(1) 6(u5=ii^i) = i; 
(2) ^"(/•^,)>0, for j = l , 2 , - - - , f 
By 6*{K), where K CW,is called the upper asymptotic density (cf. Halber-
stem [24]), which is defined by 
6*{K) = limsup - I {A; < n : A; G ii:} I . 
n n 
Definition 1.3.12. A finite collection {Ki, K2, •••, Kg} of pairwise disjoint 
subsets of M is called a superior partition of W provided that the following con-
ditions hold: 
(1) ^\Uj=iKj is finite; 
(2) A J is finite for each j < £. 
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For convenience we shall abbreviate statistical partition and superior parti-
tion by st-partition and sup-partition respectively. 
For example, a st-partition oiN is {E, 0}, the subsets of even and odd in-
tegers respectively. 
1.4. Some Useful Results 
We note here some important results which will be used throughout the the-
sis, other results will be introduced as they become necessary. 
Proposition 1.4.1 (Fridy [19]). If re is a bounded number sequence, then x 
has a statistical cluster point. 
Proposition 1.4.2 (Li and Fridy [34]). If a; is a statistically bounded com-
plex sequence, then 
F-r C st — coreja:}, 
where st — coreja;} means the closed interval [st — liminf a;, st — limsupo;]. 
Theorem 1.4.3 (Li and Fridy [34]). If a:^ , • • • ,a;^  are statistically bounded 
complex sequences such that 
st - limsupd a;^  I H \-\ r/ \) = X, 
then each x* has a statistical cluster point a,- such that 
(1) | Q I | + - - - + | Q ^ | =A; 
(2) for every e > 0, 6*{n eN : \ x^- ai \ + • • • + \ x^- ae \ < e} > 0. 
Proposition 1.4.4 (Li and Fridy [34]). If a: is a statistically bounded com-
plex sequence, then st - lima; = 7 if and only if 7 is the only statistical cluster 
point of X. 
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Proposition 1.4.5 (Salat [49], Pridy [18], Kolk [31]). A sequence x = {xk) 
is statistically convergent to £ if and only if there is an infinite index set K = {ki} 
such that 6{K) = 1 and linii Xki = i. 
Theorem 1.4.6 (Decomposition Theorem, cf. Connor [6]). If a: G a; is 
strongly p-Cesaro summable or statistically convergent to £, then there is a con-
vergent sequence y and a statistically null sequence z such that y is convergent 
to ^, X = y + z and 
limn~^ \{k<n: Zk 7^0} \=0. 
Moreover, if x is boimded then z is also bounded and 
Iklloo < \\X\\^ + \i\. 
1.5. Almost Convergence 
A continuous Unear functional (f) on o^o is said to be a Banach limit (cf. 
Banach [1]) if 
(i) (j){x) > 0, when a;„ > 0 for all n; 
(ii) (P{e) = l; 
(iii) 4>{{Xn+l}) = (f){{Xn}). 
Note that every Banach limit 0 extends the limit functional on c in the 
sense that (p{x) = Hm x for all x G c. 
We say that a sequence x is almost convergent (cf. Lorentz [35]) to some 
number L if all of its Banach limits coincide with L. Let / denote the set of 
all almost convergent sequences. Then 
f -•— {x e £^ : limtpn{x) = L, uniformly in n}, 
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where L = f — lima;, which is called the almost limit or generalized limit of 
X] and 
1 ^ 
Note that the functional 
1 ^ 
g(x) = limsupsup - — - Y, ^n+j 
is a subhnear functional on o^o- If 
q{x) = -q{-x) = L, 
then X is almost convergent to L. 
1.6. Relation Between Statistical Convergence and Almost 
Convergence 
We note that if x € st H £oo, then a; G / but not conversely. 
For example the sequence a; = (xk) with 
{ 1 , if A; is odd, 0 , if A" is even; 
is almost convergent to ^ but not statistically convergent. 
In [6] Connor proved that stOioo = Wpf^^oo-
Since, if a sequence is almost convergent to ^ then it must be Cesaro 
summable to ^ , we have 
Wp n £oa = st n £oo Q f Q Ci. 
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1.7. Introduct ion 
The central theme of the present thesis is to study statistical convergence for 
single as well as for double sequences. 
In the first half of the thesis we characterize some matrix classes involving 
the space st and use these classes to establish some core theorems. In the second 
half we consider double sequences and generahze some previous results on almost 
convergence and statistical convergence for double sequences, hke core theorems 
and Tauberian theorems. 
CHAPTER II 
STATISTICALLY STRONGLY AND 
STATISTICALLY ALMOST REGULAR 
MATRICES 
2.1. Introduct ion 
Let A = {o.nk)^k=i ^^ ^^ infinite matrix of complex entries a„fc . By 
Ax = {An{x)) we denote the j4-transform of the sequence x = {xk)'^i, where 
^n{x) = Y, O-nkXk, n = 1, 2, • • • 
k 
provided that the series on the right hand side converges for each n. For any two 
sequence spaces X and Y, we write {X, Y) for a class of matrices A such that 
Ax EY ioT x G X. If in addition lira Ax = hma;, then we denote such a class by 
{X,Y-P) or {X,Y)reg. 
We recall the characterizations of some useful matrix classes (cf. Cook [9], 
Maddox [36], Stieghtz and Tietz [54]). 
Lemma 2.1.1. A E {c,c), i.e. A is conservative if and only if 
(2.L1.1) | |A| |= s u p „ i : f e | a „ n < o o ; 
(2.1.1.2) lim„a„;; = Q;fc for each A;; 
(2.1.1.3) lim„ Efc a„fc = a. 
The matrix A is said to be regular, i.e. A e (c, c)reg if Ax e c for a; 6 c with 
Urn Ax = limrr. The following are famous Silverman-Toplitz conditions for the 
regularity of A: 
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Theorem 2.1.2. A G (c, c)reg if and only if 
(2.1.2.1) | |A| |<oo; 
(2.1.2.2) lim„Efcanfc = l; 
(2.1.2.3) lim„ a„fc = 0 for each fc. 
A matrix A is called uniformly regular if it satisfies the conditions (2.1.1.1), 
(2.1.2.2), and 
hmsup I a„fc I = 0 . 
" k 
Lemma 2.1.3. A € (^00,^ 00) if and only if condition (2.1.1.1) holds. 
Lemma 2.1.4. A G (^ 00, c), i.e A is Schur if and only if 
(2.1.4.1) for every fixed n, T^=x | Onfc | < 00; 
(2.1.4.2) for every fixed A:, 0^^ —»• oifc as n —> 00; 
(2.1.4.3) E ^ i I a„fc - ttfc I -^ 0 as n -^ 00. 
A triangular matrix with non-zero diagonal entries is said to be normal. 
Lemma 2.1.5 (Choudhary [4]). Let T = i^nk) be a normal matrix and 
T~^ = {t~l). Let A = (onfc) be any matrix. Consider a fixed n. In order that, 
whenever Tx is bounded, An(.T) should be defined for that particular n, it is 
necessary and sufficient that 
(2.1.5.1) Cnk = Ej^fc o^njijk exists for all k; 
(2.1.5.2) Er=i \ Cnk \< 00, 
and that the following condition 
(2.1.5.3) Er=i I E ~ ^ + i a^ . i j ; I ^  0 as m - . 00, 
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should hold for the n considered. If these conditions are satisfied then, for 
bounded Tx, 
oo 
An{x) = Y^ CnkVk, 
where 
Vk = Tk{x) = YtkiXi . 
1=1 
The matrix A is said to be almost regular, i.e. A G (c, f)reg if Ax G f for 
X e c with / — limAx = lima;. The following are the necessary and sufficient 
conditions for A to be almost regular (cf. King [27]): 
Theorem 2,1.6. A G (c, f)reg if and only if 
(2.1.6.1) | |A| |<oo; 
(2.1.6.2) limp ^ Efc E L O "•n+i,k = 1 uniformly in n; 
(2.1.6.3) limp - ^ E L O "n+i.fc = 0 uniformly in n, for each k . 
The matrix A is said to be strongly regular, i.e. A G (/, c)reg if A^; G c for 
r G / with limAx = f — limx. The following are the necessary and sufficient 
conditions for A to be strongly regular (cf.- Lorentz [35]): 
Theorem 2.1.7. A G (/, c)reg if and only if A is regular and 
(2.1.7.1) lim^Efc I o,nk - On,fc+i I = 0. 
The matrix A is said to be /-regular, i.e. A G (/, f)reg if Ax G / for a; G / 
with / — limAx — f — limx. The following are the necessary and sufficient con-
ditions for A to be /-regular (cf. Duran [12]): 
Theorem 2.1.8. A G (/, f)reg if and only if A is almost regular and 
(2.1.8.1) limpEfc ^ I Yfi=o{<^n+7,k - CLn+iMi) I = 0 uniformly in n. 
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Lemma 2.1.9 (Eizen and Laush [13]). A e {£oo, f) if and only if 
(2.1.9.1) sup„ Efc I ^  ELo (J'n+i,k I < oo; 
(2.1.9.2) limp ^ E L O «n+i,A: = Pk uniformly in n for each k; 
(2.1.9.3) limpEfc I ^  Ef=o(0'7i+i,fc - Pk) \ ^ 0 uniformly in n. 
In this chapter we characterize statistically strongly regular matrices and 
statistically almost regular matrices analogous to Lorentz [35] and King [27]. 
2.2. Some Matrix Classes Involving the Space st 
We need the following results which will be used in establishing our main 
theorems. 
Lemma 2.2.1 (Kolk [31]). Let X be a sequence space. Then A G {X, st) if 
and only if for every x e X there exists an index set A'' such that 6{N) — 1 and 
A^^x e c, where Al^l = (4fc) for all fc G F , 
a^k , line N, 
dnk — \ 
0 , otherwise; 
is called the N-section of A = [ank)-
By A e (c, st n £oo)reg wc mean that Ax e st fl £oo ior all x € c with 
st — limAx = lima;. 
We will call such matrices as statistically left regular matrices. 
Theorem 2.2.2 (Kolk [31]). Ae (c, st n e^)^^g if and only if 
(2.2.2.1) ||A||<cx5, 
and there exists an index set A'' = {ui} such that ^(A'') = 1 and 
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(2.2.2.2) limia„,fc = 0 {keW), 
(2.2.2.3) limiEfcan,A-l. 
By A e (st n o^o) c)reg we mean that Ax & c for all x G si n o^o with 
lim Ax = st — lira a;. 
We will call such matrices as statistically right regular matrices. 
Theorem 2.2.3 (Maddox[37], Kolk [30]). A G (tUpH^oo,c)re5 = {stn£oo,c)reg 
if and only if A is regular and 
(2.2.3.1) hm„ZkeE I ftnik I = 0 for every EQM such that 5{E) = 0. 
By A e {st n£oo,str\ ioo)reg wc mean that Ax e str\ o^o for all a; G si D o^o 
with st — hmAx = st — lima;. 
We will call such matrices as statistically regular matrices. 
Connor [6] introduced the following: 
Let s = (s,) be a strictly increasing sequence of integers with 1 < s^ . We say 




Theorem 2.2.4. Let A = (a„fc) be a matrix. The matrix A maps bounded 
statistically null sequences into null sequences if and only if A maps null sequences 
into null sequences and 
OO *2< 
V 
lim 5 : Y: \o.nk\=Q 
for every s G S. 
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2.3. Main Resul ts 
First we define the following new matrix classes. 
Definition 2.3.1. An infinite matrix A = (ank) is said to be statistically 
almost regular ii Ax E f for all x E stH £oo with st — limrc = f — limAx, i.e. 
Ae(sin£^,f)reg-
Definition 2.3.2. An infinite matrix A = (a„fc) is said to be statistically 
strongly regular if Ax e stn i^o for all a: G / with / - lim j ; = si - Um Ax, i.e. 
For typographical convenience we write 
1 ^ 
t{n,k,p) = —— J^a„+i,fe. 
Now we characterize these classes : 
Theorem 2.3.3. A E {str\ ^oo, f)reg if and only if A is almost regular and 
(2.3.3.1) limp^;.££; I i(;7,, k,p) \ — 0 uniformly in n for every E C.M 
such that 6{E) = 0. 
Proof. Necessity. Let A G (si D ioo, f)reg and st -\imx = f - lim Ax = i, 
say. Since c C st, we have A G (c, f)reg, i-e. A is almost regular. 
Let E QM with 6(.E) = 0 and let x e i^o- Then the E- section y of .x 
converges statistically to zero, and y E £^. Hence y E stn£oo and so Ay E f 
with si — lim y = 0 = f — lim Ay. Also 
.4|fl(x) = A„(t/), n = l , 2 , - - - , 
which impUes that A^^\x) = (Aifl(a-))^=i G / and / - limAl'^l(3;) = 0. Then 
At^l G (^ oo, / ) for every index set E with 6{E) = 0 and so by condition (2.1.9.3) 
with f^c = 0 we must have (2.3.3.1). 
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Sufficiency. Let x e stf] £00 with st — lima; = £, say. There are two cases: 
(a) li X e c C st, then Ax e f with / - Um Ax = limrc (= st — Umrr = £). 
Hence A G (si n ^00, Dreg-
(b) If 3; G st\c then by Theorem 1.4.6, 
x = y + z, 
where y G c and 2 G sto with st — limx = limy. That is there exists an index 
set E with 6{E) = 0 such that limy = st — lixax = i, where y = (yk) is the 
^\£^—section of x. We can write 
Ax = Ay + Az. 
Since z G sio imphes that limA^: = 0 by Theorem 2.2.4 and so by (2.3.3.1) 
f -h.mAz = 0. Therefore 
/ — Um Ax = f — lim Ay. 
Fiurther as A is almost regular Ay E f ioi y ^ c with / — lim Ay = limy. Hence 
/ — lim Ax = lim y — st — lim x = i, 
i .e . A G {str\ioo,f)reg-
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Theorem 2.3.4. A G (/, st n ioo)reg if and only if 
(2.3.4.1) A is statistically left regular, i.e. A G (c, st 0 £oo)reg', 
(2.3.4.2) there exists an index set A'' = {ui} such that 6{N) = 1 and 
Um J2 I n^^ fc - a„.,fc+i I = 0. 
' k 
Proof. Necessity. Condition (2.3.4.1) follows easily from the fact that 
v / ) ^^ ' ' *--<xi)reg •= (,C, St I 1 ^oojreg-
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Let (2.3.4.2) do not hold. Then obviously 
hm J2\^nk- an,k+i I 7^  0-
n 
k 
H e n c e A ^ ( / , c)reg C ( / , St D ^oo)reg, 1-6. A ^ ( / , St H i^)reg-
Therefore a contradiction and so (2.3.4.2) must hold. 
Sufficiency. Let the conditions hold and x ^ f with / — limrr = L, say. Now 
k+p 
fc=0 fc=0 ^P + 1 r-=k r- ~ . „ _ 
OO OO y 1 fc P > 
(2.3.4.3) ^an.jfea;fc = Yl°-nA—-:Yl^r] 
E l 0,n,k H 1- 0,n^,k-p \ I I ' '"""? / \ — 0-nk \Xk I- ~--—^ . ' 
ifc=p^ P + 1 >' -- -:V 
+ }_^an,kXk + }_^[ — ^]xk. 
I—n 1—n ^ / ' I J- / 
From the condition (2.3.4.1) and Theorem 2.2.2, it follows that the third and 




Dip = E ( T T l - ^-'M-"^^ 
k=p^ -^ "^ -^  ^ 
1 °° 
D^p I < —— J2 I ^ n,k + ••• + an,,k-p - (P + '^W.k \ | Xk 
P+^k=p 
\x" ^ 
P + 1 r=0 
^ ll^ll V - ^ I 
P + 1 ^ = 0 fc=0 
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•^ fc=0 
^ 0 as i ^ oo by (2.3:4.2). 
Finally (2.3.4.3) reduces to 
lim Y^ ajukXk = lim ^ amk (—-7 ^ Xk+r) 
' fc=o * fc=o '^P+J-r=o ^ 
00 
= L lim Y^ a„.fc, since / - lim re = L; 
' fc=0 
= L by condition (2.2.2.3) 
Hence 
st — lim >la; = L = f — lim x, 
i.e. A e ( / ,S in^oo)reg-
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
CHAPTER III 
SOME STATISTICAL CORE THEOREMS 
3.1 . Introduct ion 
The Knopp core (or K-coie) of a real bounded sequence x is defined to be 
the closed interval [^{x), L{x)], where 
(^3;) = liminfa;; I,(a:) = limsupa: . 
The well-known Knopp's core theorem states that (cf. Knopp [28], Maddox 
[38]) : 
In order that L{Ax) < L{x) for every real bounded sequence x, it is necessary 
and sufficient that A should be regular and Um„Efc \ o-nk] — 'i-
Note that L{Ax) < L{x) means K — coxe.{Ax} C K — core{3;}. 
Shcherbakov [52] has shown that for every bounded complex sequence x, 
K - core{rr} = f) Ki^)^ 
where 
K*{z) := {w e€ : \w- z\ < limsup \ Xk - z \} . 
k 
If X is a statistically bounded sequence, then the statistical core of 
X (cf. Friday and Orhan [22]) is defined to be the closed interval 
[st — liminfx, st — limsup3;]. 
It is noted that 
hm inf x < st — lim inf x < st — hm sup x < lim sup x 
22 
and consequently 
st - core{a;} Q K — core{a:} . 
Fridy aad Orhan [23] introduced and studied the equivalent form of statistical 
core and proved that 
st - core{a;} = f] S*{z) , 
zeW 
where 
S*{z) •={we€ •.\w-z\<st- limsup \xk-z\} 
k 
for a statistically bounded complex sequence x. 
Analogous to the Knopp core theorem, in [23] necessary and sufficient con-
ditions were established for 
K — core{Aa;} C st — corefrc} 
for every bounded complex sequence x. 
The sufficient conditions were also derived for A to yield 
st — coxe{Ax} C st — core{a;}. 
Recently Li and Pridy [34] obtained the necessary and sufficient conditions 
for A to yield 
st — core{A3;} C si — coTe{x}, 
and moreover 
st — coie{Ax} C. K — core{a;} 
through the concepts of statistical partition and superior partition of ^ . 
In the present chapter we also consider the same inclusions as in [34] and ob-
tain necessary and sufficient conditions in a more natural way by using the matrix 
classes involving the space of statistically convergent sequences. Our conditions 
are stronger than that of Li and FVidy and proofs are easier and shorter. 
Also we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions to establish the inclusions 
st - coTe{Ax} C K - core{T3;}, 
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(3.2.3.4) l i m ^ E ^ i I Cnfc I = 1; 
(3.2.3.5) for any fixed n, 
771 OO 
limEl E M7fcM = o. 
m 
k=0 J=m+1 
Theorem 3.2.4 (Fridy and Orhan |^ 23 )^. Let T = (t„fc) be a noimal matrix and 
denote its triangular inverse by T~^ = {t~j^). For an arbitrary matrix A, in order 
that, whenever Tx e o^o) -^2; should exist and be bounded and satisfy 
(3.2.4.1) K - coxe{Ax} Cst- core{Ta;} 
it is necessary and siifficient that the following conditions hold: 
(3.2.4.2) C = (cnk) = AT-'^ exists; 
(3.2.4.3) C is regular and ^mnT,keE I Cnfc | = 0, whenever 6{E) — OiovECW] 
(3.2.4.4) h m „ E ^ i | c „ f c | = l ; 
(3.2.4.5) for any fixed n, 
m CO 
li°^ E I E (^njtjk I = 0. 
fc=0 J = m + l 
Theorem 3.2.5 (Fridy and Orhan [23]). If A and T satisfy conditions 
(3.2.4.2)-(3.2.4.5), then 
(3.2.5.1) st - core{yla:} C si - core{Ta:} 
for every x such that Tx € 0^0 • But converse need not be true in general. 
Theorem 3.2.6 (Li and Fridy [34]). If A is a matrix for which 
{ E ^ i I o-nj | } ^ i is statistically bounded, then 
(3.2.6.1) st — cQT:e{Ax} C st — Gore{x} 
for every a: e 0^0 if and only if 
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(3.2.6.2) st - lim„Eje£;CLnj = 1, for every E CN such that 6{E) = 1; 
(3.2.6.3) St - Urn sup„ E L I I DjGifi ".nj \ < 1, whenever {Ki, K2,---, Ke} 
is a st-partition oiN. 
Theorem 3.2.7 (Li and Fridy [34]). If A is a matrix for which 
( E j l i I cinj \}^=i is statistically bounded, then 
(3.2.7.1) st - coTe{Ax} QK- core{a;} 
for every rr € o^o if and only if 
(3.2.7.2) st — linin Y!,jeE (^nj = !> whenever W\E is finite; 
(3.2.7.3) st - liinsup„ E L I I T,jeKi O'nj \ < 1, whenever {Ki, K2, • • •, K^} 
is a sup-partition of ^ . 
3.3. Main Results 
In this section we give alternative conditions for the above core Theorems 
3.2.6 and 3.2.7. 
Theorem 3.3.1. If ||A|| < 00, then for every a; G -^ oo 
(3.3.1.1) st - core{Ax} CK- coTe{x} 
if and only if 
(3.3.1.2) st — liuin J2keE o-nk = 1, whenever M\E is finite, where E CW; 
(3.3.1.3) Ae{c,Stn£oo)re9. 
Proof . Necessity. Suppose that 
st — core{A'E} Q K - core{3;} 
and .7: e 0^0 has a limit point L Then 
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{£} = K - core{a;} D st- core{yla:}. 
Since \\A\\ <oo,Axe o^o for 3; G o^o by Lemma 2.1.3. Hence 
liminf a: < st - liminf Ax <st- limsupAx < limsupx. 
But liminf re = limsupa; = i, so that 
st — lim inf Ax = st — lim sup Ax = £. 
That is st-]xmAx = 'n.mx = e and so st - core{Aa;} = {£}. Hence 
A e {c,stn£oo)re9, i-G- Condition (3.3.1.3). 
To prove (3.3.1.2), let us define x = (xfc) by 
•1 , iikeE, 
0 , otherwise; 
where E CN such that W\E is finite. Then 
K — core{3;} = {1}. 
Since )|A1| < 00 implies Ax G i^o for x G ^00, Ax has at least one statistical cluster 
point by Proposition 1.4.1. Now, by proposition 1.4.2, the set of statistical cluster 
points is in st — core{ylrE}. Therefore, st — core{Ax} ^ 0. Since 
st - core{Aa;} C. K - core{a;} = {1}, 
we have st - coTe{Ax} = {1} and 1 is the only statistical cluster point of Ax. 
Using proposition 1.4.4, we have st — lim Ax = 1, i.e. 
^^ ~ ^™ Y^cink = 1, whenever W\E is finite. 
keE 
Hence (3.3.1.2) holds. 
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Sufficiency. Let conditions (3.3.1.2) and (3.3.1.3) hold and that 
w e st- core{A3;}. Then for any z e€,we have 
I tu - ^ I < st — hmsup I z — An{x) \ 
n 
CO 
= st- hmsup \ z - ^ artkXk \ 
" k=i 
oo 
<st- hmsup I Yl ^nk{z - Xk) I 
'" fc=l 
oo 
+ st- hmsup \z\ I 1 - ^ a„fc I 
^ fc=i 
oo 
(3.3.1.4) = s i - h m s u p | ^a„fe(2-a;fc) I , by (3.3.1.2). 
" fc=i 
Let r = hmsup^i. \z-Xk\ and E := [k : \ z - Xk\ > r -{• e} ioi e > Q. Then 
6{E) = 0 as £? is finite and we have 
(3.3.1.5) I Y. 0.nk{z - Xk)\ <SM^\ Z - XkWY.f'nkl + ( ^ + e ) \ Y . ^ n k \ -
k ^ k&E k^E 
Therefore, by conditions (3.3.1.2) and (3.3.1.3), we obtain 
oo 
st - limsup I Y^ a„k{z -Xk)\ <r + e. 
k=i 
Hence by (3.3.1.4) we have 
I t/; — 2 I <r + £ 
and since e is arbitrary, 
\w — z \ <r = hmsup \ z — Xk \, 
k 
i.e. w €. K*{z) . Hence w ^  K — core{.r} and so 
st — corelAr} Q K — corefx}. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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Remark 3.3.2. Condition (3.3.1.2) can not be replaced by 
(3.3.2.1) st - lim ^ a„fc = 1, for any set E CN such that 6{E) = 1. 
keE 
Consider the following example. 
Example 3.3.3. Let A = (a„fc) be an infinite matrix defined as 
( 1 , if n is a nonsquare and k = n?, 0 , otherwise. 
Then 
.,-^ J 1 , if n is a nonsquare, 
k I ^ ' otherwise. 
We see that A G (c, st fl ^oo)reg but A is not regular. Further, for any set 
E CM such that N\E is finite we have 
st - lim Y] a„k = 1-
n 
keE 
So that for any bounded sequence x we have 
st — cove{Ax} C. K — core{rE}. 
Now. let E^ {ky^n^ -.keN}. Then 6{E) = 1 and we have 
Y^ ttnk = 0, for all n. 
keE 
Hence 
st — lim y^ a„k = 0. 
n 
keE 
Further, for any bounded sequence, e.g. x = (1,1,---), we have 
K — core{3;} = {1} and 
.,-^  J 1 , if 77 is a nonsquare, 
k 0 . otherwise. 
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So that st — ]imAx = 1, i.e. 
st - coTe{Ax} = {1} = K - core{rr}. 
Therefore, we see that (3.3.1.2) hold but (3.3.2.1) does not hold. Hence con-
dition (3.3.1.2) is necessary. 
Theorem 3.3.4. If \\A\\ < oo, then for every a; e o^o 
(3.3.4.1) st - core{i42;} C st - core{a;} 
if and only if 
(3.3.4.2) st - lim„YlkeE<^nk = 1, for every ECN such that 6{E) = 1; 
(3.3.4.3) AeistniocStn 
Proof . Necessity. Let st — core{^a;} C st - coTe{x} and x be statistically 
convergent to the number i. Then 
[£} = st — core{a;} D st — core{A3;}. 
Since \\A\\ < oo implies Ax G £^0 for a; G -^ oo, we have 
st — lim inf x < st — lim inf Ax < st — lim sup Ax < st — lim sup x. 
But st — lim inf x = st — lim sup 3; = £, so that 
st — hm Ax = st — lim x — £, 
i.e. st - coTe{Ax} = {£}. Hence ^ G (st n £^, st n £oo)reg-
To prove (3.3.4.2), let E C W such that 6{E) = 1. Let XE be the charac-
teristic function of E. Then 
st - corefx^} = {1}. 
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Since ||A|| < oo impUes AXE e o^o for XB ^ ^oo, we have that Ax^ has 
at least one statistical cluster point. Therefore, si - corelAXe} 7^  0- Also 
st - corefAXg} = {1}, since 
St - corel^x^} C si - corelx^} = {!}• 
Hence 
st — XYCQ^AXE = si — lim ^ a^k = 1, where b{E) — 1, 
i.e. condition (3.3.4.2). 
Sufficiency. It follows on the same Unes as in Theorem 3.3.1, i.e. for 
w e st — core{Aa;}, we arrived at 
I w — 2: I <r, where r = st — limsup | 2: - rrfc |, for any 2 G (C, 
k 
by using conditions (3.3.4.2) and (3.3.4.3). So that w € S*{z). Hence 
w e st — core{rE}, i.e. 
st — core{j4a-} C si — core{3:}. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
R e m a r k 3.3.5. If st — lim„ Y^k^E ^nk = 1, where 6[E) = 1 then 
st — Umsup I ^ a„fc | = 0, whenever 6{E) = 0. 
" keE 
Similarly, if st — limn Ylk&E^^nk = 1, whenever J^\£' is finite then 
st — lim Y^ a^k = 0. whenever E is finite. 
n ^—' 
k&E 
Remark 3.3.6. Note that relaxing the condition on the matrix A we get 
stronger necessary condition than condition (3.2.6.3) (i.e. Theorem 3 of Li and 
Fridy [34]). To show this we prove the following proposition. 
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Proposi t ion 3.3.7. Let A = (a„fc) be an infinite matrix such that \\A\\ < oo. 
If 
( 3 . 3 . 7 . 1 ) Ae{stn ^oo, St n ^oo)res, 
then 
(3.3.7.2) St - Urnsup„ E ^ i I Eje/f, «ni | < 1, 
whenever {Ki,K2,•••,Ki} is a st-partition ofF , 
but not conversely. 
Proof. Let A G (st n ioo,st n ioo)reg and suppose that (3.3.7.2) does not 
hold. Then 
e 
St - hmsup J^ I Y,anj\= P>1, 
where {Ki, K2, •••, Ke} is a st-partition oiN. 
Since A is bounded which imphes that it is statistically bounded. Then by 
Theorem 1.4.3 we can find i real numbers a i , 0:2, •" • > Q^^ such that 
(3.3.7.3) a i + as + ••• + «£ = /?, 
and 
i 
(3.3.7.4) 6*{n eN-.J^l ^ a^j - a^] <e} > 0. 
j= i jeKi 
Let K = U,=i Ki and let us define a sequence x = (xk) by 
1 ,ifkeK, 
0 , otherwise . 
It is easy to see that si - lima; = 1, since 6{K) = 1. 
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Now 
3=1 i = l \ € K , ^ j^K 
1=1 S'e/c, ^ i=i 
> lE" i l - | E ( E ^ni-ai) 
i=i i=i Se^i 
> /9 - e by (3.3.7.3) and (3.3.7.4). 
Now 
£ OO 
F = {n G F : ^ I 5 ] a^j— a^  | < e} C {n G F : | ^ a „ j X j | > /5 - £> = G. 
i=i ie/c. j= i 
Therefore 
6*{G) > 6*{F) > 0. 
This impUes that 
st — Um sup Ax > /? > 1 = si — Um x 
which contradicts our hypothesis that A E {stn ^oo, st Cl ^oo)reg-
Hence (3.3.7.2) must hold. 
For the converse part see Example 2 of Li and Fridy [34]. For the sake of 
completeness we would like to include it here. 
Define the matrix A by 
flnfc = < 
1 , if 77, = A", 
5 , if A; is a square and {y/k — 1)^ < n < fc, 
0 , otherwise; 
and X = (xk) defined by 
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2 , if fc is a square, 
1 , otherwise . 
Then st — hxax — 1, st — limAx = | and condition (3.3.7.2) holds but 
A ^ yST 1 1 -Coo? ^ ' ' ' ' ^oo)reg-
Similarly we can show that 
Proposition 3.3.8. Let A = {onk) be an infinite matrix such that || A|| < oo. 
If 
(3.3.8.1) A € (C, st n ^oo)res, 
then 
(3.3.8.2) st - lim sup„ Ei=i. I HjeK, o-nj I < 1, 
whenever {Ki, K2, • • •, Ki} is a sup-partition oiN, 
but not conversely. 
Theorem 3.3.9. Let T = (tjk) be a normal matrix and A — {anj) be any 
matrix. In order that whenever Tx is bounded Ax should exist and be bounded 
and satisfy 
(3.3.9.1) st - core{Ax} QK- core{Ta;} 
it is necessary and sufficient that 
(3.3.9.2) {cr,k) = C = AT~'^ exists; 
(3.3.9.3) CE{c,stne^)re9\ 
{3.3.9.4) st - lim„ E t e s c^ ifc = 1, whenever M\E is finite; 
(3.3.9.5) for any fixed ??,, 
T7J CO 
53 I H ^njtjk I -* 0 as m -^ 00. 
k=0 j = m + ] 
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Proof. Necessity. Let us suppose that A„(x) exist for every n, whenever 
Tx G £oc- Then by Lemma 2.L5, it follows that conditions (3.3.9.2) and (3.3.9.5) 
hold, and Ax = Cy, where y = Tx. Since Ax G £oo, (3.3.9.1) imphes that 
(3.3.9.6) St - coxe{Cy} CK - core{^}. 
Now, by Theorem 3.3.1, (3.3.9.6) implies that C G {c,st n 0^0)7-65 and 
st — lim„ 5Zfce£; Cnfc = 1, whenever N\E is finite, i.e. conditions (3.3.9.3) and 
(3.3.9.4) hold. 
Sufficiency. Let the conditions (3.3.9.2)-(3.3.9.5) hold. Then by Theorem 
3.3.1, C 6 {c,st r\£oo)reg- Therefore by Theorem 2.2.2, sup^I^^ | c„fc | < 00 
which implies that X)fc | c„fc | < 00 holds for every n. So that by Lemma 2.1.5, 
the conditions of Theorem 3.2.3 are satisfied and consequently 
k 
exists. Further use of Lemma 2.1.5 yields Ax = Cy ^ £00 where y = Tx which 
impUes by Theorem 3.3.1 that 
st — coTe{Cy} C K — core{y}. [>' L i 1-, 
Hence (3.3.9.1) holds. K L:;^!!.]''^' 
This completes the proof of the theorem. '"LJ\SJ. 
On the same lines by using Theorem 3.3.4, we can easily prove the following: 
Theorem 3.3.10. Let A and T be same as in Theorem 3.3.9. Then 
(3.3.10.1) st - core{A7;} C st - corejra;} 
if and only if (3.3.9.2) and (3.3.9.5) hold and 
(3.3.10:2) CE{stne^,stnUres; 
(3.3.10.3) st - lim„Efcgi;Cnk = 1, for every E CM such that 6{E) = 1. 
CHAPTER IV 
BANACH CORE AND RELATED 
INCLUSIONS 
4 .1 . Introduct ion 
Banach core of a sequence, analogous to the Knopp core, is inherently con-
nected to the concept of Banach hmit. The Banach core (or 5-core) of a real 
bounded sequence x is defined to be the closed interval [—g(—x), q{x)\, where 
q{x) = limsupsupipn(rE) 
p n 
is a subUnear functional on o^o-
Like Shcherbakov [52], it is natural to extend this definition for B-core, i.e. 
for every complex bounded sequence x 
B-coxe{x}= n 5:(z), 
ze(Z7 
where 
B*{z) := {w E C : \w — z \< limsupsup | tpn{x) — z | } . 
p n 
Note that q{x) < L{x) for all x € o^oi where L{x) = limsupa;. Hence it 
follows that 
B — corefa;} Q K — core{a;}. 
From Section 1.6, we note that 
B - corefa:} Q st — core{3;}, for all x E ioo • 
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In this chapter we determine necessary and sufficient conditions for the in-
clusions 
B — coxe{Ax} C st — coreja;}, 
and 
st — core{A3;} ^ B — core{3;}, 
further, we extend these results to the following inclusions 
B — core{Ax} C st — coTe{Tx}, 
and 
st — coTe{Ax} C B — core{Ta;}, 
where T is a normal matrix, and also we prove some core theorems analogous to 
Orhan [44]. 
4.2. Some Previous Results 
Analogues and extensions of Knopp core theorem have been established by 
various authors (cf. Choudhary [4], Das [10], Maddox [38], Mursaleen [41]). In 
[44] Orhan has proved the following : 
Theorem 4.2.1. B — core{Aa;} Q K — core{x} if and only if A is almost 
regular and 
- o^ 
(4.2.1.1) limsuppSup^Efc I ^ Ef=oOn+i,fc | = 1 • 
Theorem 4.2.2. B - core{AT} C B - coreja;} if and only if A is /-regular 
and (4.2.1.1) holds. 
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4.3. Main Results 
Theorem 4.3.1. If ||>1|| < oo, then for every x E i^o 
(4.3.1.1) B - core{^a;} C st - core{a;} 
if and only if 
(4.3.1.2) A is almost regular, and 
l i m ^ I t{n,k,p) \ =0 uniformly in n, whenever 6{E) = Qiov E C.N; 
^ keE 
(4.3.1.3) limsuppSup^Efc | t{n,k,p)\ = 1. 
Proof . Necessity. Let B — core{Aa;} C st — core{a;} and x be statistically 
convergent to the number £. Then 
{£} = si— core{3:} D B — core{^x}, 
i.e. q{Ax) < st— limx = t 
Since ||A|| < oo if and only if A G (^ oc^cxs) by Lemma 2.1.3, i.e. Ax e £oo for 
X G ioo- Hence 
st — hminf a; < —q{—Ax) < q{Ax) < st — lim sup x. 
But st — lim inf x = st — lim sup x = £ . So that 
q{Ax) = -q{-Ax) = e, 
i.e. B - core{Aa:} = {£}. This imphes that A G (si D ioo,f)reg and hence by 
Theorem 2.2.3 we have that A is almost regular and 
lim ^ I t{n, k,p) \= 0 uniformly in n, whenever 6{E) = 0, 
^ keE 
i.e. condition (4.3.1.2). 
Also, we know that st — core{a;} C K — core{a:}. Hence 
B — c.ore{Aa;} Q K — core{3;} 
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and Theorem 4.2.1 gives that 
limsupsup^^ I t{n,k,p) \ = 1, 
i.e. condition (4.3.1.3). 
Sufficiency. Let conditions (4.3.1.2) and (4.3.1.3) hold and that 
w e B — core{j43:}. Then for any 2 G C we have 
\w- z\ < limsupsup I z - tpn{Ax) \ 
p n 
< Um sup sup I -z — 5^ t{n, k, p)xk \ 
< hm sup sup I Y^ t{n, k, p) (z-Xk) 
P "" k 
+ hm sup sup \ z\ I 1 — X) *('^' ^' P) 
p n 
= Hmsupsup I 'Ylt{n,k,p){z — Xk) \ ,by (4.3.1.3). 
P " fc 
Hence 
(4.3.1.4) 
\w — z\ < hm sup sup I ^  t{n, k, p)(z — Xk) 
J? " fc 
Let r — st — lim supk 1 -^  — 3;^  1 and E := {k : \ z — Xk\ > r + e} for e > 0. 
Then S{E) = 0 and we have 
(4-3.1.5) I J2t{n,k,p){z-Xk) \ <sup\ z - Xk \J2 \ Kn.Kp) 
+ {r + e)J2\t{n,k,p)\ 
k^E 
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Therefore by conditions (4.3.1.2) and (4.3.1.3), we get 
lim sup sup I Y^ t{n, k,p){z-Xk) \ <r + e. 
p "^ k 
Hence by (4.3.1.4) we have 
I to — 2; I < r + e 
and since e is arbitrary 
I ^ — ^ I <r = st — Unisup | z — a;^  |, 
k 
i.e. w € 5* (2;) . Hence w & st — core{x}, so that 
B — core{Aa;} C st — core{a;}. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Our next result is an analogue of Theorem 3.2.3 as well as Theorem 3.2.4, 
which is a slight generahzation of the previous result. 
Theorem 4.3.2. Let T = {tjk) be a normal matrix. Let A = {unj) be any 
matrix. In order that whenever Tx is bounded Ax should exist and be bounded 
and satisfy 
(4.3.2.1) B - core{Aa;} C si - COXQ\TX] 
it is necessary and sufficient that 
(4.3.2.2) (c„fc) = C = AT-^ exists; 
(4.3.2.3) C is almost regular, and 
lim V" I 6(n, /c,p) |= 0 uniformly in n, whenever b{E) — 0 loi E CJR; 
feeB 
(4.3.2.4) limsuppSup^Efc | 6(^, ^ J P ) | = 1, where 
1 '' 
6(n, k.-p) = ——- Y^c^+i^k ; 
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(4.3.2.5) for any fixed n, 
771 OO 
S I Jl ^njtjk I -^ 0 as m -> OO . 
fc=0 J=77l+l 
Proof . Necessity. Let (4.3.2.1) hold and An{x) exist for every n whenever 
Tx e o^o- Then by Lemma 2.1.5 it follows that conditions (4.3.2.2) and (4.3.2.5) 
hold. Further by the same Lemma, we obtain Ax = Cy, where y = Tx. Since 
Ax e o^oj we have Cy € o^o- Therefore (4.3.2.1) impUes that 
B — core{Cy} C st — core{y}. 
Hence using Theorem 4.3.1, we see that conditions (4.3.2.2) and (4.3.2.4) hold. 
SiifSciency. Let the conditions (4.3.2.2)-(4.3.2.5) hold. Then obviously the 
conditions of Lemma 2.1.5 are satisfied and so Cy G o^oj hence Ax G o^o- Now 
using Theorem 4.3.1, we obtain 
B — core{Cy} Qst — core{?/} 
and consequently 
B — cove{Ax} C st — core{T3;}, 
since y — Tx and Cy = Ax . 
This completes the proof of the theorem 
We can also easily prove the following results analogous to Theorems 4.2.1 
and 4.2.2. 
Theorem 4.3.3. Let A and T be same as in Theorem 4.3.2. Then 
(4.3.3.1) B - corelAx} <Z K - coTe{Tx] 
if and only if (4.3.2.2) and (4.3.2.5) hold 
(4.3.3.2) C is almost regular; 
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(4.3.3.3) limsupp sup„ Efc | ^ E L O Cn+i,ik | = 1-
Theorem 4.3.4. Let A and T be same as in Theorem 4.3.2. Then 
(4.3.4.1) B - cove{Ax} CB- core{Ta:} 
if and only if (4.3.2.2), (4.3.2.5) and (4.3.3.3) hold 
(4.3.4.2) C is F-regular . 
Remcirk 4.3.5. If we take T = I, the unit matrix, then Theorem 4.3.2 
reduces to Theorem 4.3.1 and Theorem 4.3.3 and 4.3.4 reduce to that of Orhan 
[44]. 
Theo rem 4.3.6. If \\A\\ < oo, then for every xeioo 
(4.3.6.1) st - core{Ax} C 5 - core{a;} 
if and only if 
(4.3.6.2) A e if, St n iocW, 
(4.3.6.3) st - limn Ekes o-nk = 1, whenever W\E is finite for ECN. 
Proof . Necessity. Let (4.3.6.1) hold and x be almost convergent to L. Then 
{L} = B — core{a;} D st — core{^a;}. 
Since ||A|| < oo implies Ax G o^o for a; G ^oo, we have 
—q{—x) < st — liminf .Aa; < st — limsup Aa: < q{x). 
But —q{—x) — q{x) = L, so that 
st — lim Ax = f — lim x — L. 
Hence A G (/, st fl ioo)reg, i-e. condition (4.3.6.2) holds. 
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To prove (4.3.6.3), let us define x = (xk) G ica by 
f 1 , if fc G £;, 
y 0 , otherwise, 
where E C,N such that N\E is finite. Then 
B - core{a:} = {1}. 
Since Ax ^ l.oo, Ax has at least a statistical cluster point. Therefore by proposi-
tion 1.4.2, st — core{Ao;} ^ 0. Since 
st — core{Ax} Q B — core{a;} = {1}, 
we have st — core{An} = {1} and 1 is the only statistical cluster point of Ax. 
Hence 
st — liuiAx = 1, 
i.e. st — Hm ^ a^ fc = 1, whenever . ^ \£ ' is finite. 
keE 
Therefore (4.3.6.3) holds. 
Sufficiency. Suppose that the conditions (4.3.6.2) and (4.3.6.3) hold and 
w G st — coTe{Ax}. Then for any z E € we have 
I ty — 2 I < st — Umsup | z — An{x) | 
= st- limsup \ z-Y^ UnkXk I 
k 
<st- limsup I J2o-nk{z - Xk) I 
" k 
+ 5 i - l i m s u p | ^ | \l-Y^ank\ 
" k 
= st- limsup I ^ a n k { z ~ Xk) \ , by (4.3.6.3). 
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Therefore for an index set N = {ui} such that 6{N) = 1, 
(4.3.6.4) I ty - z I < hmsup I ^  Umkiz -Xk)\. 
^ k 
Now proceeding as in the proof of sufficiency part of Theorem 2.3.4, we obtain 
(4.3.6.5) limsnpY^anA^ - Xk) = hmsup52a„.fc(2 - tpn{x)). 
^ k i fc 
Now, let r = UmsuppSup„ | tpn{x) — z \ and E = {k : \ tpn{x) — z\ > r + e} 
for e > 0. Then 6{E) = 0 as £; is finite. Therefore 
I X^ a„.fc(2 -Xk)\ = \ Y,anik{z - tj^{x)) I 
Jk A: 
< s u p I Z - tpriix) I I Yl ^"ifc I + (^ + ^ ) I Z l ^riik I • 
^ keE k^E 
From (4.3.6.2) and (4.3.6.3), we get 
Hmsup I Y^ anik{z -Xk)\<r^-£ 
^ k 
and so by (4.3.6.4) we have 
I w — 2 I <r + £. 
Since s is arbitrary, 
\w — z\<r = hmsup sup | tpn{x) — z \, 
p n 
i.e. u- e B*{z) . Hence w E B — core{a;}, so that 
st — core{.Aa;} C B — core{3;}. 
R e m a r k 4.3.7. In Example 4.4.3, we shall see that the condition (4.3.6.3) 
can not be replaced by 
(4.3.7.1) st - lim ^Z n^fc = 1 for any set £ C F such that 6{E) = I. 
keE 
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Our next theorem is an analogue of Theorem 3.3.9. 
Theorem 4.3.8. Let T = {tjk) be a normal matrix . Let A = {unj) be any 
matrix. In order that whenever Tx is bounded Ax should exist and be bounded 
and satisfy 
(4.3.8.1) st - core{ArE} CB- core{Ta;} 
it is necessary and sufficient that 
(4.3.8.2) (cnk) = C = AT-'^ exists; 
(4.3.8.3) Ce{f,stn 
(4.3.8.4) st - lim„ Efces Cnfc = 1 whenever N\E is finite; 
(4.3.8.5) for any fixed n, 
771 - OO 
E I E ^njtjk I -> 0 as m -> OO. 
fc=0 j=m+l 
Remark 4.3.9. UT = I, the unit matrix, then Theorem 4.3.8 is reduced to 
Theorem 4.3.6. 
4.4. Examples 
Example 4.4.1. In support of our main result Theorem 4.3.1, we will show 
that the condition 
lim ^ I t{n, k,p) |= 0 uniformly in n, 
^ keE 
of (4.3.1.2) can not be changed whenever S(E) = 0. 
Let A = (ank) be defined by 
I 2 , if n is even and k = n^, 
a-nk = S 
0 , otherwise. 
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Then 
-^^  , 2 , if n is even, 
k \ 0 , otherwise. 
We see that A e (c, f)reg. Now, let E={k = n?:ke N}. Then 6{E) = 0, and 
.^ -^  J 2 , if n is even, 
k^E I 0 ) otherwise. 
Therefore 
and 
hm ^ I t{n, k,p) \ = 1 uniformly in n, 
' ' keE 
Una sup sup ^ | t{n,k,p) \ = 1. 
Let X = (xfc) be defined by 
Xk = 
3 , if A: is not square, 
1 , if A" is square. 
Then 
and 
st — core{.T} = {3} 
V t(n k V)T, - l ^ ' ^^  " • ' ' '-'^'''' 
k^E I 0 > otherwise. 
Therefore 
Hence 
5-core{.43;} = {1}. 
B — core{j43;} (^ st — core{x}. 
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Example 4.4.2. Let A = (a„fe) be defined by 
' - , if n is even and k < n, 
ank = \ 
0 , otherwise. 
Then 
-^^  , 2 , if n is even, 
k \ 0 , otherwise. 
We see that A G {stnioo, f)reg- Hence A G (c, f)reg • Moreover, for any set 
EQN such that 6{E) = 0, 
lim ^ I t{n, k,p) \ =0 uniformly in n, 
^ keE 
and 
lim sup sup ^ I t{n,k,p) \—1. 
Hence for any bounded sequence, e.g. x — (xk) = (1,0,1,0, • • •), we have 
f 1 , if n is even, }_^t{n,k,p)xk= < . 
k I ^ ' otherwise 
and so 
B — core{^a;} = {-}. 
Therefore we haA-e 
{-} = -B - core{Aa;} C st - core{a;} = [0,1]. 
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Example 4.4.3. Let A = (a„fc) be defined by 
I , if n is a nonsquare and k = n? or •n? + 1, 
O-nk == < 
0 , otherwise. 
Then 
,^^ I 1 , if n is a nonsquare, 
jt I ^ ' otherwise, 
and A G (/ , st D ioo)reg- Further, for any set E QM such that E\E is finite, we 
have 
st - hm y " ttnk = 1-
n •^—' 
Then for any bounded sequence x we have 
st — core{yla;} C 5 - core{a;}. 
Now, let E = {k^n^ and k ^ n? -\-l : k e N}. Then (5(£;) = 1 and we 
have 
5^ ank = 0, for all n. 
kGE 
Hence 
si - hm V] ank = 0. 
keE 
Further, for any bounded sequence, say, x = (1,0,1,0, • • •), we have 
B - core{.r} = {^} and 
' ^ , if n is a nonsquare, 
k 0 , otherwise. 
Therefore, st — \imAx = i , i.e. 
st - core{Aa:} = {-} — B - core{a;}, 






Let A = (onfc)^ fc=i be a non-negative regular matrix. Freedman and Sember 
[17] defined A-density of the set K C,E if 
8A{K) = lim y^ a-ak exists, 
fce/c 
A sequence x = {xk) is said to be A-statistically convergent to £ if for every 
£ > 0 the set K{e) = {k e K : | a:^  - ^ | > e} has A-density zero (cf. Buck [3], 
Connor [6,7], Kolk [30]). 
Kolk [32] generalized the idea of A-statistical convergence to B-statistical 
convergence by using the idea of S-summability (or Fs-convergence) due to Stei-
glitz [53]. 
Let B = {Bi) be a sequence of infinite matrices with Bi = (hnkii))- Then 
X G o^o is said to be Fg-convergent (or 5-summable) to the value B — limx 
(denotes the generalized limit) if 
\\Ta{Bix)n = l i m ^ 6njt(i) = B — limx, uniformly in z > 0. 
"' k 
The method B is regular (cf. Steiglitz [53], Bell [2]) if and only if 
(i) im<oo; 
(ii) \im.nbnk{i) = 0 for all A; > 1. uniformly in i; 
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(iii) lim„ Zk bnk{i) = 1, uniformly in i, 
where 
llB||=sup5]l6„fe(i) 1 < o o 
n,i 1^ 
to mean that, there exists a constant M such that 
12 IM"^)! < M ioT all n,i 
k 
and the series Ylf, \ bnk{i) I converges imiformly in i for each n. 
Kolk [32] introduced the following: 
An index set K is said to have g-density 6B{K) equal to d, if the characteristic 
sequence of K is B-summable to d, i.e. 
lim ^ bnk{i) — d, uniformly in i. 
n 
keK 
Let 5R+ denote the set of all regular methods B with bnk{i) > 0 for all n,k 
and i. 
Let B e^'^. A sequence x = (xk) is called ^-statistically convergent to the 
number £, if for every £ > 0 
SB\{k:\xk-£\>e}\=0 
and we -vvrite sts — lim x = t We denote by st{B) the space of all B-statistically 
convergent sequences. 
In particular, ii B =^ (C'l), the Cesaro matrix, then H-statistical convergence 
is reduced to the usual statistical convergence. For B = (A), it is reduced to 
^-statistical convergence. For B = (Ae), it is reduced to lacunary statistical 
convergence (cf. Fridy and Orhan [21]), where A^ = {aP^) with 
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0 = {fcj.}^o i^  ^^ increasing sequence of integers such that ko = 0, 
hr = kr — fcr-1 —^  oo as 1—> oo and 7^  = (fcr-i, ^r]-
For JS = JSI, it is reduced to uniform statistical convergence (cf. PehUvan 
[46]), where Bi = {blS)) with 
U^ = 
J , ii l + i<k<n + i, 
0 , otherwise. 
5.2. JB-Statistical Cluster and iB-Statistical Limit Points 
We start this section with the following example to show that neither of the 
two methods, statistical convergence and ;B-statistical convergence, implies the 
other. 
Example 5.2.1. Let us consider the sequence of infinite matrices B — (Bi) 
with 
( 1 + J^  
bnk{i) = < 
, if A; = n^, 
0 , otherwise. 
It is not difficult to see that ;B G 3f?+. 
Now let us define the sequences x = (xk) and y = {y^) by 
0 , if A; = n2, 
k , otherwise, 
and 
k , if A; = n2, 
yk=\ 0 , if A: = n2 + L 
1 , otherwise. 
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Then x is not statistically convergent to zero as 8{k : | Xfc | > e} 7^  0 but it is 
^-statistically convergent to zero; and on the other hand y is statistically conver-
gent but not B-statistically convergent. 
We give some analogue definitions for the method B. 
Definition 5.2.2. Let B E^'^. The number 7 is said to be B-statistical 
cluster point of a sequence x if for every £ > 0 the set {A; : | x/t — 7 | < e} does 
not have S-density zero. 
Definition 5.2.3. Let B E S?"*". The number A is said to be ^-statistical 
limit point of a sequence x if there is a subsequence of x which converges to A 
such that whose indices do not have ;B-density zero. 
We denote by T^iB) the set of H-statistical cluster points and by Ax{B) the 
set of jB-statistical limit points of x. 
From the above examples we can see that Tx{B) = {0} and 
A,iB) = {0},r,(B) = {0} and A,(^) = {0}. 
Note that for B = {A) in Definitions 5.2.2 and 5.2.3, we get A-statistical 
cluster point and A-statistical limit point (cf. Connor and Kline [8]). For 
B = (Ci) these are reduced to the usual statistical cluster point and statistical 
limit point respectively (cf. Fridy [19]). 
Throughout this chapter we will consider 5 G 3?"*". 
Definition 5.2.4. Let us write 
G:, = {geE:6B{k:xk>g}y^0}, 
and 
Fx = {feR:5B{k:xk<f}j^0}, 
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for a number sequence x = {xk). Then we define the B-statistical hmit superior 
and g-st.atistical limit inferior of a: as follows: 
ste — lim sup x = 
sup Gx , if Gx ^ 0, 
1-. -co , if Gi = 0, 
and 
stB — hm inf a; = < 
infFx , ifFx7^0, 
+00 , if -P, = 0. 
Definition 5.2.5. The number sequence x is said to be B— statistically 
bounded if there is a number M such that 
6B{k •.\xk\>M} = 0. 
Note that for B = (A) in Definitions 5.2.4 and 5.2.5, we get A-statistical limit 
superior. A-statistical hmit inferior and ^-statistically bounded (cf. Demirci [11]). 
For B — (Ci). these are reduced to the usual statistical limit superior, statistical 
limit inferior and statistically bounded respectively (cf. Fridy [22]). 
Excimple 5.2.6. Let us consider the same B as defined in Example 5.2.1. 
Define the sequence z = (zk) by 
' 0 , ifk = n?, 
Zk= \ 1 , if A; = n2 4-1, 
k , otherwise. 
Here we see that z is unbounded above but it is B-statistically bounded, 
since 6B{k : | z, | > 1} = o. Also z is not statistically bounded. Thus 
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Gz = (—00,1) and F^ = (0,00) so that sig-limsup2; = 1 and stB — liminfz = 0. 
Moreover rz(B) = {0,1} = K{B) and z is neither B-statistically nor statistically 
convergent. 
In this example we see that z is jS-statistically bounded but not B-statistically 
convergent. On the other hand in Example 5.2.1, y is statistically convergent but 
not ;B-statistically bounded. 
Also note that stg — limsup2 equals the greatest element of Tz{B) while 
stB — liminf z is the least element of Tz{B). This observation suggest the follow-
ing result which can be proved by straightforward least upper bound argument. 
Theorem 5.2.7. (a) If si = stB — lim sup x is finite, then for every positive 
number E 
(5.2.7.1) 6B{k : rcfc > si - e} 7^  0 and 5B{A; : Xk> Si + e} ^0. 
Conversely, if (5.2.7.1) holds for every e > 0 then si = stB — lim sup a:. 
(b) If S2 — stB — lim inf a; is finite, then for every positive number e 
(5.2.7.2) 6B{k : Xfc < S2 + e} 7^  0 and ^^{fc : Xk < S2 - e} = 0. 
Conversely, if (5.2.7.2) holds for every £ > 0 then S2 = sts — lim inf x. 
From the Definition 5.2.2 we see that the above theorem can be interpreted 
as saying that sig — lim sup 3; and sts — lim inf x are the greatest and least B-
statistical cluster points of x. 
Note that iB-statistical boundedness implies that sijg — lim sup 3; and 
sts — lim inf 3; are finite, so that properties (5.2.7.1) and (5.2.7.2) of Theorem 
5.2.7 hold good. 
In the following section, we produce >S-analogues of the results of Fridy and 
Orhan [22]. 
.. Afto-i Azad Lib 
^ * r 
5.3. Maiin Theorems 
Throughout the chapter by bB{K) 7^  0 we mean that either bs{K) > 0 or iiT 
fails to have jB-density. 
Theorem 5.3.1. For any real number sequence x 
sts — liminf X < st^ — limsupa;. 
Proof. First consider the case in which sts — hmsupa; = —00. This implies 
that Gx = 0. Therefore for every g e R, Ssik : Xk > g} = 0, which imphes 
that 8B{k : Xk <g} = 1- So that for every f e R, Ssik : Xk < f} ^ 0. Hence 
stB — liminf x = —00. 
Now consider ste - limsuprc = +00. This imphes that for every 
g e R, Selk : Xk > g} 7^ 0. This means that Seik : Xk < g} = 0. There-
fore for every f e R, Seik : x^ < / } = 0, which imphes that F^ = 0. Hence 
ste — liminf a; = +00. 
Next we assume that Si = stg —limsupx < 00 and let S2 = sifi —liminf x. 
Given £ > 0 we show that si + e G F^, so that S2 < si + c. By Theorem 
5.2.7(a), 8B{k : Xk > S]_ + e/2} = 0, since s\ = lub Gx- This implies that 
6s{k ; Xk < s\-\- e/2} = 1, which in turn gives ^^{k •. Xfc < si + e} = 1. Hence 
Si + £ G Fj; and so that S2< Si+ e, i.e. S2 < Si since e was arbitrary. 
Remark 5.3.2. {i) For any nimiber sequence x, 
liminf X < SIB - liminf x < sts - limsupx < limsupx. 
(ii) One can not say that ste - hmsupx is equal to the greatest ^^-statistical 
limit point of x. Consider the Cesaro matrix of order r > - 1 
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c:k = < 
A'i.Zl/A^n ,0<k<n, 
0 , k> n, 
where A^ = {r + l)(r + 2) • • • (r + n)/n\ for n > 1 and A^ = 1. 
Let a: be the sequence {0,1,0, ^, 1,0, j , | , 1,0, ^, • • •} (cf. Example 4 of Pridy 
[19]). Then we have 
r,(;B) = [0,l] and A,(B) = 0, 
sts — Urn sup a; = 1 as Seik : rcfc > 1 — e} 7^  0. 
Theorem 5.3.3. For any number sequence x, 
jS-statistical boundedness ==> B-statistical convergence 
if and only if 
stjs — liminf 3; = stg — limsupx. 
Proof. Let Si = SIB — hmsupx and S2 = stg — liminf x. First assume 
that sts - hmx = ^ and £ > 0. Then 5B{A; : ] 2;^  - ^ | > e} = 0, so that 
6B{k : Xk > i + e} = 0, which implies that si < £. Also 5B{A; : X^ < £ — e} = 0, 
which implies that £ < S2. By Theorem 5.3.1, we finally have si = S2. 
Conversely, suppose that si = S2 = i and x be ^-statistically bounded. 
Then for £ > 0, by Theorem 5.2.7, we have 63{k : x/. > i + e/2} = 0, and 
Ssik : Xk < i — e/2} = 0. Hence st^ — lima; = £. 
Theorem 5.3.4. If the number sequence x is bounded above and 
^-summable to the number £ = ste - hmsuprr, then x is H-statistically con-
vergent to £. 
Proof, Suppose that x is not ^-statistically convergent to £. Then by 
Theorem 5.3.3, si^ - liminf a; < £, so there is a number M < £ such that 
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6B{k : Xk < M} ^ Q. Let K' = {k : Xk < M}. Then for every £ > 0, 
6B{k :xk>e + e} = 0. 
Write K" ^ {k : M <Xk < £ + e} and K'" = {k : Xk > i + s}, and let 
G = sxipk^k < oo- Since 6B{K') ^ 0, there are many n such that 
Una sup ^ 6nfc(i) > d > 0, 
" fc€K' 
and for each n, i 
Now 
X] I bnk{i)xk I < oo. 
fc=i 
< M E ^-fc(^) + (^ + £) E ^nfc(0 + C E ^nfc(^) 
= M E fcnfc(0 + (^ + O E ^ n f c ( 0 - ( ^ + £) E ^nfc(0 + O ( l ) 
fcG/<:' fc=i • keK' 
= - E -^fc(0 [-^ + (^  + )^] + (^  + )^ E n^fc(0 + 0(1) 
kGK' k=l 
oo ^ oo V 
< ^ E ^ n f c W - C ^ ( ^ - M ) + £ ( E i ' n f c W - c f 1 + 0 ( 1 ) . 
Since e is arbitrary, it follows that 
liminfHa; <e-d(£-M) <£. 
Hence x is not iS-summable to £. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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The following is the dual statement of Theorem 5.3.4. 
Theorem 5.3.5. If the number sequence x is bounded below ajid B-
summable to the number (. = SIB — liminf s, then x is ^-statistically convergent 
to^ . 
Note: Like Pridy and Orhan [22], we can see that in the above Theorems 
5.3.4 and 5.3.5, the boundedness of x can not be omitted or even replaxied by 
the B-statistical boundedness. For consider the matrix B = (C^^) of Remark 
5.3.2(ii) and the sequence x of Example 2 [22]. 
CHAPTER VI 
ALMOST CONVERGENCE AND A CORE 
THEOREM FOR DOUBLE SEQUENCES 
6.1. Int roduct ion 
By the convergence of a double sequence we mean the convergence in Pring-
sheim's sense [47]. A double sequence x = {xjk)^^^Q is said to be convergent in the 
Pringsheim's sense or P-convergent if for every e > 0 there exists N ^ N such 
that I Xjk — ^ \ < £ whenever j,k > N and we denote by P — hmx = t The 
number i is called the Pringsheim limit of x. 
More exactly we say that a double sequence {xjk) converges to a finite number 
£ if Xjk tends to ^ as both j and k tend to oo independently of one another. 
We denote the spax:e of P-convergent sequences by C2. 
A double sequence 2; = (xjk) is said to be Cauchy sequence if for every e > 0 
there exists N eN such that | Xpg — Xjk | < £ ioi al\p> j >M and q> k> N. 
A double sequence x is bounded if there exists a positive number M such 
that I Xjk I < M for all j and k, i.e. if 
||a^||(oo,2) = s u p \Xjk\ <00 . 
j,k 
We denote the set of all bounded double sequences by i^ . 
Note that in contrast to the case for single sequences, a convergent double 
sequence need not be bounded but every convergent real (or complex) double 
sequence is Cauchy. 
Let A = (ajT)j~=o be a doubly infinite matrix of real numbers for all 
m, re = 0,1, • • • . Forming the sums 
0 0 0 0 
J=0 fc=0 
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called the A-means of the double sequence x, yields a method of summability. 
We say that a sequence x is >l-summable to the limit £ if the A-means exist 
for all m, 71 = 0,1, • • • in the sense of Pringsheim's convergence : 
P 9 
p,q-*oo jz=0 Jfc=0 
and 
hm ymn = ^ • 
771,71—>0O 
A two dimensional matrix transformation is said to be regular if it maps 
every convergent sequence into a convergent sequence with the same hmit. In 
1926 Robinson [48] presented a four dimensional analogue of regularity for double 
sequences in which he added an additional assmnption of boimdedness : 
A four dimensional matrix A is said to be bounded-regular or jR^-regular if 
it maps every bounded P-convergent sequence into a P-convergent sequence with 
the same P-hmit. 
The following is a foiu: dimensional analogue of the well-known Silverman-
ToepUtz theorem: 
Theorem 6.1.1 (Hamilton [25], Robinson [48]). The four dimensional ma-
trix A is bounded-regular or PJ^-regular if and only if 
RH,: P- lim^,„ af^ = 0 (j, A; = 0,1, • • •); 
RH2: P- iim^,„ E ^ A o ^ T = 1; 
RH^: P - l i m ^ , n E , t o l « j T l = 0 (A: = 0,1, • • •); 
RH,: P - l i m ^ , „ E r = o l s T l = 0 0- = 0,l ,---); 
RH=, : Ej^'^,0 I ^ fk' I < C' < 00 (m,n = 0,1, • • •), where C is constant. 
Note that RHi is a consequence of each of RHs and RH/i. 
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Recently in [45], Patterson extended the idea of Knopp's core theorem for 
double sequences by defining the Pringsheim core as follows : 
Let P — Cn{x} be the least closed convex set that includes all points Xjk for 
j,k> n ; then the Pringsheim core of the double sequence x = (xjk) is the set 
P - C{X} = n [^ - Cn{x}] 
n=l 
Note that the Pringsheim core of a real-valued bounded double sequence is 
the closed interval [P — lim inf rr, P — hm sup x]. 
In this regard, Patterson [45] proved the following : 
Theorem 6.1.2. If A is a four dimensional matrix, then for all real-valued 
double sequences x , 
(6.1.2.1) P — lim sup Arc < P — lim sup a; 
if and only if 
(6.1.2.2) A is i?i?-regular; 
(6.1.2.3) P - l i m _ E3ro,o i S T 1 = 1-
In the present chapter we define the MP-core of a double sequence by using 
the idea of almost convergence introduced and studied by Moricz and Rhoades 
[40], and then proved an analogue of Theorem 6.1.2. 
6.2. Almost Convergence and MR-Core 
The notion of almost convergence for single sequences was introduced by 
Lorentz [35]. Recently Moricz and Rhoades [40] extended this idea for double 
sequences. 
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A double sequence x — (3;jfc)^=o °f real numbers is said to be almost 
convergent to a limit L if 
1 m+p—l Ti+q—1 
lim sup I — J ) Y^ Xjk - L 1= 0 , 
that is, the average value of (rr^ fc) taken over any rectangle 
{{j,k) : vn < j < m -\- p — 1\ n<k <n + q — l} tends to L as both p and q tend 
to CO, and this convergence is uniform in m and n. 
Note that a convergent single sequence is also almost convergent but for a 
double sequence this is not the case, that is, a convergent double sequence need 
not be almost convergent. However every bounded convergent double sequence 
is almost convergent and every almost convergent double sequence is bounded. 
Using the idea of almost convergence, Lorentz [35] introduced and charac-
terized strongly regular matrices. 
We say that a four dimensional matrix A is strongly regular if every almost 
convergent double sequence x is A-smnmable to the same limit, and the A-means 
are also bounded. 
If a double sequence x is almost convergent to L, then we write /2—lim x = L 
and /2 for the space of almost convergent double sequences. 
In [40], Moricz and Rhoades gave four dimensional analogue of strongly reg-
ular matrices as follows : 
Theorem 6.2.1. Necessary and sufficient conditions for a matrix A = {aj^) 
to be strongly regular are that A is bounded-regular and satisfies the following 
two conditions : 
MR, : lim,„,„^eo E r A o I Aio aj^ | = 0; 
MR2 : l i m ^ , _ ^ Er.-ro,o I Aoi af^ \ = 0, 
where A,o af^ = af^ - a^^^,, and Ao, af^ = af^ - a^.^, U, A: = 0,1, - • •). 
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We quote here the following useful lemma : 
Lemma 6.2.2 (Patterson [45]). If A is a real or complex-valued four dimen-
sional matrix such that RH^, RH^, and 
oo,oo 
P - l i m s u p J : | a 7 | = M 
hold, then for any bounded double sequence x we have 
P - limsup I Aa; I < M{P - limsup \x\) . 
6.3. Main Result 
We define the following : 
Let us write 
-1 m+p—1 n+q—l 
L*(a;) = limsup sup — ^ ^ Xjk . 
Then we define the MR-coie of a real-valued bounded double sequence x to 
be the closed interval [—L*{—x),L*{x)]. 
Since every bounded convergent double sequence is almost convergent, we 
have 
L*{x) < P — limsup re = L{x), say, 
and hence it follows that 
Mi?-core{a;} C P-core{3;} 
for a bounded double sequence x = {xjk)ff.^o . 
Here we prove a core theorem for double sequences making use of four di-
mensional strongly regular matrices due to Moricz and Rhoades [40]. 
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Theorem 6.3.1. For every bounded double sequence a;, 
(6.3.1.1) L{Ax) < L*{x) 
(or P-core{Aa;} C MR-coie{x}) if and only if 
(6.3.1.2) A = {af^) is strongly regular; 
(6.3.1.3) P - lim^,n^oo E ^ A o I «.T I = 1-
Proof. Necessity. Let us consider a bounded double sequence x to be almost 
convergent to L Then we have L*{x) = —L*{—x). By (6.3.1.1), we get 
£ = -L*{-x) < -Li-Ax) < L{Ax) < L*{x) = £ . 
Hence Ax is P-convergent and P — MTCIAX = /a — lima; = £, and so A is strongly 
regular, i.e condition (6.3.1.2) holds. 
Since every strongly regular matrix is also boimded-regular, by Lemma 6.2.2 
there exists a bounded double sequence x such that hmsup | a; | = 1 and 
P — limsupyla; = C, where C is defined by RH5. Therefore we have 
00,00 00,00 
l < P - H m i n f Y: l s T l < P - l i m s u p Y, | a ^ | < 1 , 
' i,fc=o,o '"'^ j,k=ofi 
i.e. condition (6.3.1.3) holds. 
Sufficiency. Given e > 0, we can find fixed integers p,q>2 such that 
-| m+p—l n+q—1 
(6.3.1.4) - T, T, xj,<L*ix) + s. 
1'" j=m k=n 
Now as in [40 ], we can write 
(6.3.1.5) y,, = E ^ A o ^jf"' .^-^  
= E i + E 2 + E 3 + E 4 + E5 + E6 + E7 + E8 , 
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where 
V — i v P ~ ^ V ° ° T.. V ' ' V*^ n-'^-'^ 2^4 — pg 2^j=0 ^k=g-l -^ jfc 2-^m=0 2-^7i=fe-g+l " m n 
I-zS = ~ I - ' j = p - l 5Jfc=g-l 3;jfc{—2j7n=j-p+l l^n=fc-9+l '^mn ~ S'fc J 
V — V P ~ ^ V ' ~ ^ n^^ T . , 
2^7 — 2 ^ j = p - l 2^A;=0 "jfc ^J'= 
2^8 — 2^j=0 2^fc=g-l "jfc ^jfc • 
Using the conditions of strong regularity of A, we observe that (M, A'' —> oo), 
I E 2 I < lkll(oo,2) E ^ i o E^l 'o K ^ I - 0 , 
and 
I Ee I < l|:r||( ,^2) E g n ^ S kjf"' I - 0 , by RH, ; 
I Ea I < ||:r||(^,2) E^=o E^l'o I « ' I - 0 , 
and 
I Er I < \\x\koo,2) E,^p_i EE'o I S^"" I - 0 . by i^ifgi 
I E4 I ^  0 and I x:8 I ^  0 by i?i:/4 . 
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Now 
I E s I < ^ E?=S T,lZl{{p - r - 1) Er=o Er=o I Alo a ^ ^ | 
+(9 - s - 1) ET=o Efclo I Aoi a,^^ 1} ^ 0 by MR^ and Mi?2 • 
Therefore we have by (6.3.1.5) 
oo,oo -1 m+p—l n+q—1 
L(Ar)< l imsup Y. a ^ ^ - Y, J ] x.^ 
Af.JV m,n=0,0 " y i = m k=n 
00,00 / I ^AfJV I , „MN I _MJV I _ „MN\ 1 m + p - 1 n + g - 1 
< h m s u p l ^ T + — 2^ X. ^jk 
M,N m,n=0,0\ ^ ^ / VQ. j=m k=n 
< Hmsupj E~:r=o.o I a r 11 i E 7 = r ^ Efcir'^ i^fc 
+ lkll(oo.2) E^^° lo ,o( l € ^ I - a^n"^) } • 
Now conditions RHi, RH5 and (6.3.1.3) yield 
L{Ax)<L*{x)+e. 
Since e is arbitrary we finally have 
L{Ax) < L*{x). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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6.4. Examples 
6.4.1. Almost convergent sequences 
(i) Define the double sequence x = {xjk) by 
{ 1 , if j is odd, for all A;, 0 , otherwise. 
Then x is almost convergent to ^ . 
(ii) Define x = (xjk) by 
Xjk = {—ly for all k . 
Then x is almost convergent to 0 . 
6.4.2. Strongly regular matrix 
Define A = (ajk) by 
^ , if m = n and j,k <m (even), 
i^fc" ^ \ ^^^51^ ' '^irn = n, j ^k and j,k<m (odd), 
0 , otherwise. 
We can easily verify that A is strongly regular, that is, conditions 
RHi — RH5, MRi and MR2 hold. Moreover, for the sequence in 6.4.1(i), we 
have 
2^ S'fc ^Jk ~ "-n ^11 + <^ i2 3:12 H 1- a^^ xir 
j=l fc=l 
I mm , mm ^^ . m.m. „ 
-f- flgl 3:21 + 0 2 2 ^ 2 2 H 1- ^2771 ^ 2 m 
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Similaxly 
+ O31 3731 + ttgg 0:32 + ^33 ^33 H H «3m ^3r: 
•^  mm „• _J_ _L /,"iTJi „ 
>" ^ml "^ml I + ^mm -^mm mm rr J- J „mm 
'ml -^ml 
—r • —, II m IS even, 
m^ 2 
1 
- as m, n —> 00 . 
2 
~ ~ ^„ m - 1 m + 1 ., . , , 
J = l fc=l 
1 
- as m, n —> 00 . 
2 
That is 
F — lim Ax = - = /a — lim x 
and so A transforms almost convergent sequence into convergent (P-convergent) 
to the same hmit. 
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6.4.3. Bounded-regular matrix which is not strongly regular 
In 6.4.2, A is strongly regulax and so bounded regular. Let us define 
A = (a^T) ^ 
^ -^ , if m = n, j + fc = even, and j,k <m (even), 
mn _ . 23- , \im = n, j ^ k and j,k <m (odd), 
0 , otherwise. 
Then A is bounded-regular but not strongly regular. Conditions RHi — RH5 can 
easily be verified. But 
^ ^ , ™„ ^r, , f 2 , if m is even, 
"^."jti ; £ ! ' ''' '+^'' ' ' \ 0 , if m i s odd, 
and also 
'^'" j-i fc_i [ 0 , if m IS odd. 
Therefore conditions Mi?i and MR2 do not hold and so A is not strongly regular. 
6,4.4. In Theorem 6.3.1, strong regularity of A can not be replaced by 
bounded-regularity. 
Consider the matrix A — {a^) as defined in 6.4.3. This is bounded-regular 
but not strongly regular, and also 
00,00 
j,k=0,0 
i.e condition (6.3.1.3) of Theorem 6.3.1 holds. Take the bounded double sequence 
X = (xjk) defined by Xjk = (-1)^+'= , which is almost convergent to zero, that is, 
L*(x) = 0 . 
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Now 
-\ • ^ • m , if m is even, 
j,k 





i.e. L{Ax) = 1. Hence L{Ax) > L*{x), that is (6.3.1.1) does not hold. 
CHAPTER VII 
STATISTICAL CONVERGENCE OF DOUBLE 
SEQUENCES 
7.1. Introduction 
Two dimensional analogue of natural density have been introduced by 
Christopher [5] which we will use to define statistical convergence of double se-
quences. 
Let K C W X N he & two dimensional set of positive integers and let 
K{n,m) be the numbers {ij) in K such that i < n and j < m. Then the 
lower asymptotic density of K is defined as 
liminf ^ ' ^ = ki^)-
n,m nm 
In case the sequence ( ^^^^^) has a hmit then we say that if has a 
double natural density and is defined as 
For example, let K = {{i^^f) : i,3 EN}. Then 
S2{K) = hm - ^ ^ — ^ < hm -—^^- = 0, 
">"i nm. "."1 nm, 
i.e. the set K has double natural density zero. 
In this chapter we define and study statistical analogue of convergence and 
Cauchy for double sequences using the idea of double natural density due to 
Christopher [5]. We also estabhsh the relation between statistical convergence 
and strongly Cecaro summable sequences. 
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7.2. Statistical Convergence 
We define the statistical analogue for double sequences x = (xjk) as follows: 
Definition 7.2.1. A real double sequence x = {xjk) is said to be 
statistically convergent to the nmnber £ if for each £ > 0, the set 
{(j, k),j < n and k <m\ \xjk — i\> e] 
has double natural density zero. In this case we write st2 — lim„,^ Xnm = ^ and 
we denote the set of all statistically convergent double sequences by 5^ 2-
Remark 7.2.2. (a) If a; is a convergent double sequence then it is also 
statistically convergent to the same number. As if x is bounded then the set 
{(J, k),j <n, k<m:\xjk-i\> e) 
is finite for each e > 0 and hence of natural density zero. 
In case x is convergent but not bounded, then there are only a finite number 
of unbounded rows and (or) columns and hence 
K{n, m) < Sim + S2n 
where Si and 52 are finite numbers, which we can conclude that x is statistically 
convergent. 
(b) If 3: is statistically convergent to the number £, then i is determined 
uniquely. 
(c) If X is statistically convergent, then x need not be convergent. Also it 
is not necessary bounded. For example, let x = (xjk) be defined as 
{ jk , if j and k are squares, 1 , otherwise. 
It is easy to see that st2 - lima;^^ = 1, since 
S2{{j,k):xjky^l}<\im^^^ = 0. 
j,k jk 
But X is neither convergent nor bounded. 
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We prove some analogues for double sequences. For single sequences such 
results have been proved by Salat [49]. 
Theorem 7.2.3. A real double sequence x = (xjk) is statistically convergent 
to a number £ if and only if there exists a subset K = {{i,s)} CW xN, 
i,s = 1,2,••• such that 6{K) = 1 and 
limxj;,fc, =^ . 
Proof. Let x be statistically convergent to i. Then for every e > 0 the set 
K = {{j,k):\xjk-i\>£} 
has natural density zero and hence its complement 
M = {{i,s) : la-'is-^l < e } 
has natural density 1, i.e. 
62{M) = 62{N xN)- 62{K) = 1 - 0 = 1, 
and 
fc n M = 0. 
Now we have to show that {xis), i,s e M is convergent to t Suppose that 
(xis) is not convergent to L Then there exists £„ > 0 such that 
\ Xis — £ \ >: £o for infinitely many terms. 
Let 
M' = {{i', s'),i' <i,s' <s:\ Xi>s' -£\> So}. 
Clearly 0j^M' CM. Then 
K = {{j,k) •.\xjk-n> So} 2 {{i',s') : I a;,v - ^ | > £o}. 
Hence S2{M') = 0, i.e. M' C K which contradicts the fact that K D M = <!}. 
Hence {xis) is convergent to £. 
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Conversely, Suppose that there exists a subset K = {{ji, ks)} CM xW such 
that 62iK) = 1 and hmi_sXj^ f^c^  = £, i.e. there exists N eN such that 
I ^ ji,k. - -^  I < £, V ji, ks > N. 
Now 
{0', k):\xjk-i\>e}CMxM- {{JN+U kN+i), {JN+2, kN+2), • • •}• 
Therefore 
62{{j,k):\xjk-i\>e}<l-l = 0. 
Hence x is statistically convergent to £. 
Theorem 7.2.4. The set sta H^^ is a closed hnear subspace of the normed 
linear space ^^. 
Proof. Let a:(""^ ) = (OJ^""^) G sia n £^ and rc "^'") -^ x e f^. Since 
3;(ni") £ 5^ 2 n ^^, there exists a real nmnber a„j„ such that 
5*2 - lim^^""^ = anm (n, m = 1,2, • • •). 
Also as x^"'") —> a;. Therefore for every £ > 0 there exists N EN such that 
(7.2.4.1) \ x^P^^ - x^""""^ \ < e/3 
for every p'>n>N, q>m>N. 
From Theorem 7.2.3, there exist subsets Kpg and if„^ oi NxN with 
52{Kpq) = 62{Knra) = 1 and 
(1) lim xj-fc""^  = a^^, 
(2) lim xjf) = a,,. 
Now the set Kpg n i^„^ is infinite since 62{Kpg D K^m) = 1. 
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Choose (A;i, ^2) G Kpg f] Knm- We have from (1) and (2) that, 
(7.2.4.2) I x<^l - ap, I < e/3, 
and 
(7.2.4.3) I 4::^] -anm\< e/3. 
Therefore for each p > n > N and q > m > N we have from (7.2.4.1), 
(7.2.4.2) and (7.2.4.3) 
I apq — anm \ < \ O-pg — ^l,k2 I + I ^kiM ~ ^kukz I + I ^kuki ~ ^rim \ 
e e £ 
= £. 
That is the sequence {anm) is a Cauchy sequence and hence convergent. Let 
(3) hm anm = o.-
^ ' n,m 
We need to show that x is statistically convergent to a. Since x "^"") is con-
vergent to X, there exists No EJFf such that for every e > 0 and n,m> No 
I a:^ "'^ ) - X I < e/3. 
Also from (3) we have for every e > 0 there exists Ni E N such that for all 
n, m > iVi 
I anm - a I < e/3-
Again, since a:^ "™^  is statistically convergent to anm, there exists a set 
Kjk CN xM such that 62{Kjk) = 1 and for every e > 0 there exists N2GM such 
that for all n, ?7i > N2 
I xSjl""^ -anm\< e/3, V j . k e Kjk-
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Let max{No, iVi, N2} = N^- Then for a given e > 0, for every j , fc G Kjk 
and for all n,m> N3 
\Xjk-a\<\ Xjk - xf^^ I + I xf^^ - Onm I + I CLnm " ^ | 
s e e 
= e. 
i2 Therefore x is statistically convergent to o, i.e. a; G 5^ 2 D ;^ 
Hence 5*2 fl ^^ is a closed linear subspace of ^^. 
Theorem 7.2.5. The set 5*2 H ^^ is nowhere dense in ^^. 
Proof. Since every closed linear subspace of an arbitrary linear normed 
space S different from 5 is a nowhere dense set in S (cf. Neubrum, Smital and 
Salat [43]). Prom Theorem 7.2.4 we need only to show that 5*2 n ^^ 7^  ^^. 
Let the sequence x = {xjk) be defined by 
{ 1 , if j and k are even, 0 , otherwise. 
It is clear that x is not statistically convergent but x is bounded. Hence 
7.3. Statistically Cauchy Sequences 
In [18], Fridy has defined the concept of statistically Cauchy single sequences. 
In this section we define statistically Cauchy double sequences and prove some 
analogues. 
Definition 7.3.1. A real double sequence x = (xjk) is said to be 
statistically Cauchy if for every £ > 0 there exist N = N{e) and M — M{£) 
such that the set 
10', k),j <n,k<m:\ Xjk -x^^\> s} 
has double natural density zero. 
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Theorem 7.3.2. A real double sequence x == {xjk) is statistically convergent 
if and only if x is statistically Cauctiy. 
Proof. Let x be statistically convergent to a number ^. Then for every 
e > 0, the set 
{{3.k),j<n,k<m:\xjk-i\>e} 





A = {(j, k),j<n,k<m:\ Xjk - x^^ \ >e} C B UC, 
B = {{j,k),j<n,k<m: \xjk-i\ > s} 
C = {(j,k),j <n,k<m:\x^^-e\>e}. 
Therefore S2{A) < 62(8) + (52(C) = 0. Hence x is statistically Cauchy. 
Conversely, let x be statistically Cauchy but not statistically convergent. 
Then there exist TV and M such that the set 
KNM = {(i, k),j <n,k<m,: \ Xjk - x^^ | > e} 
has natural density zero. Hence the set 
ENM = {(i, s),i<n,s<m,:\ Xis - x^^ \ < e} 
has natural density 1. Also 
E}^}M n K^rJ^ = 0. 
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Now, since x is not statistically convergent and S{EJ^M) = 1 SO that from 
Theorem 7.2.3, the subsequence {xis)\ i,s E EpfM does not converge to any 
number. Therefore there exists £o> 0 such that for all iVo G J7 
\ Xpq - Xis \ > So, V p > i > JVo, q>s>No. 
Now, consider the set 
Then 
{0', k) : I xjk -x^^\> So} D {{p, q):\xpg~x^^\> £„}. 
This implies that 52(-£'^A/) = 0, i.e. E'ffj^ C K^M which is a contradiction. 
Hence x is statistically convergent. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
From Theorems 7.2.3 and 7.3.2 we can state the following for double se-
quences analogous to the result of Pridy [18]. 
Theorem 7.3.3. The following statements are equivalent: 
(7.3.3.1) X is statistically convergent 
(7.3.3.2) X is statistically Cauchy 
(7.3.3.3) there exists a set Knm = {{Ji, h), ••• •, {jn, km)} such that 62{Knm) = 1 
and 
\imn,rnXj„,km = 1-
Corollary 7.3.4. If x is statistically convergent to £ then there exists a 
subsequence y of x such that 
limy = £ and S2{{j, k) : Xjk = yjk] = 1. 
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7.4. Relation Between Statistical Convergence and Strongly Cesaro 
Summable Sequences 
In [39], Moricz defined the means Cn, Cio and Coi of re = {xjk) respectively 
by 




We say that a double sequence x = (xjk) is Cn-summable or Cesaro 
summable to a finite limit i if the sequence (cr^„) is convergent to £ in Pring-
sheim's sense, i.e. 
1 71 771 
Um E E J^fc = ^ • 
j = i fc=i 
Similarly Cio and CQI summable sequences are defined. 
We can define the following as in case of single sequences. 
Definition 7,4.1. Let x = {xjk) be a double sequence and p be a positive real 
number. Then the double sequence x is said to be strongly p-Cesaro summable 
to^ i f 
1 n m 
" ' ' S = i fc=i 
We denote the space of all strongly ;>-Cesaro summable double sequences by 
2 
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Remark 7.4.2. (i) If 0 < p < g < oo, then wj C wl (by Holder's 
inequality) and 
"OO" 
(ii) If X is convergent but unbounded then x is statistically convergent but 
X need not be Cesaro nor strongly Cesaro. 
Example 1. Let x = {xjk) be defined as 
Xjk = < 
k , j — 1, for all k, 
j , k = l, for all j , 
1 , otherwise. 
Then Umj,fc Xjk = 1 but 
1 n m 1 1 1 
hm y y Xj-fc = lim \(-m + -m^) + (m + 1) + • • • + (m + (n - 1)1 
= hm — - m + - m ^ + ( n - l ) m + - n - - n 
which does not tend to a finite limit. Hence x is not Cesaro. Also x is not strongly 
Cesaro but 
h m — I {(j,k) : I a:,fc - 1 I > e} I = Hm "" "^  "" ~ ^ = 0, 
i.e. X is statistically convergent to 1. 
(iii) If x is a bounded convergent double sequence then it is also Cn, wi 
and si2-
The following result is analogue of Theorem 2.1 [6]. 
Theorem 7.4.3. Let x = (xjk) be a double sequence and p be a positive 
real number. Then 
(a) if X is strongly p-Cesaro summable to £, then it is also statistically 
convergent to £, 
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(b) wln£i = st2nel. 
Proof, (a) Let 
Knm = {{j, k),j<n,k<m:\ Xjk - ^ ^ > e}. 
Now since x is strongly p-Cesaro summable to £ then 
+ Ej^Kr.^ EfcGi^_ I Xjk -if} 
> — I {U:k),j <n,k<'m.:\xjk-e\P>e}\ e^'^. 
folio 
Hence x is statistically convergent to i. 
(b) Let 
Inm = { i3,k.),j<n,k<m:\xjk-£\>{lf^} 
and M = ||3;||(oo,2) + I ^ I, where l|x|l(oo,2) is the sup-norm for bounded double 
sequences x = {xjk). 
Since X is a bounded statistically convergent, we can choose N = N(e) such 
that for all ra, m > A'' 
— I {{j,k),j <n,k<m:\xjk-e\> fy'/^} \ < 
nm ' ' ' • " / ' - / - ' - I J - , _ v ^ / J , ^ ^ p 
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Now for all n, m > iV we have 
+ E E b.fc-^r+ E E l^ ifc-^  
+ E,-^/_ Efcew I ^Jk - ^ iM 
1 £ , . _ 1 e l e l e 
< nm -TT-rK'^ H nm - -| rnn - H nm -
nm AMP nm 4 nm 4 nm, 4 
= e. 
Hence x is strongly p-Cesaro summable to L 
Renicirk 7.4.4. Note that if a bounded sequence x is statistically convergent 
then it is also Cn summable but not conversely. 
Ex£imple 2. Let x — (xjk) be defined by 
Xjk = {-iy, VA; 
then 
hm — V V Xjk = 0, 
n.m rim — ^-^ 
' "•'"'j=l fc=l 
but obviously x is not statistically convergent. 
CHAPTER VIII 
TAUBERIAN THEOREMS FOR 
STATISTICALLY CONVERGENT DOUBLE 
SEQUENCES 
8.1. Introduction 
In [39], Moricz has proved some Tauberian theorems for Cesaro summable 
double sequences and deduced the Tauberian theorems of Landau [33] and Hardy 
[26] type. Friday and Khan [20] have proved statistical extensions of such classi-
cal Tauberian theorems. 
Let (xk) be a sequence of real numbers. Landau [33] gave a classical one-side 
Tauberian theorem as follows: 
Lemma 8.1.1. If (xk) is summable Ci to a finite number £ and there exists 
a constant M such that 
(*) k{xk-Xk-i)>-M (fc = l,2,---) 
then (xk) converges to £. 
We say that (xk) is slowly decreasing (cf. Schmidt [50]) if for each e: > 0 
there exist ni > 0 and A > 1 such that 
(**) Xk — Xn> —e whenever rii < n< k < \n. 
Clearly (*) is a particular case of (**). 
Lemma 8.1.2 (Hardy [26]). If a sequence {xk) is summable Ci to a finite 
number £ and {xk) is slowly decreasing, then {xk) converges to £. 
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Landau's theorem remains valid if condition (*) is replaced by (cf. Zygmund 
[55]) 
k\Vxk\ <H (fc = l,2,---) 
where the "backward difference" Vxk = Xk — Xk-i with X-i = 0. 
Moricz [39] have proved the following results for double sequences. 
Theorem 8.1.3. If {xjk) is summable Cn to a finite limit and there exist 
constants Ui and M such that the following conditions hold: 
(8.1.3.1) jk{xjk - Xj_i,k - Xj,k-i + Xj-i,k-i) > -M whenever j , k > ui; 
(8.1.3.2) j{xjk - Xj^i^k) > -M whenever j , k > m; 
(8.1.3.3) k{xjk - Xj^k-i) > -M whenever j , k > ni. 
Then (xjk) converges. 
Theorem 8.1.4. If (xjk) is summable Cn to a finite Umit and there exist 
constants rji and M such that the following conditions hold: 
(8.1.4.1) jk I Xjk - a;j_i,fc - Xj^k-\ + Xj-i,k-i I < M whenever j , k> ni: 
(8.1.4.2) j I Xjk — Xj_i^k I < M whenever j , k > ui, 
(8.1.4.3) k I Xjk — Xj^k-i I < M whenever _;, k > ni. 
Then {xjk) converges. 
Fridy [18] established a Tauberian theorem for statistical convergence of sin-
gle sequences. 
Theorem 8.1.5. If st - limx = £ and Va;^ : = 0{^), then limx = i. 
In [20], Fridy and Khan have extended this idea as follows: 
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T h e o r e m 8.1.6. If st - l imCi x = t and Vxfc = 0 ( | ) , tlaen ^ m x = £. 
L e m m a 8.1.7. If Vxk = 0 ( J ) , then (VCi rE)„ = 0 ( J ) . 
T h e o r e m 8.1.8. If s i - lim Ci a: = ^ and Vxfc = 0 ( J ) , then h m x = ^. 
T h e o r e m 8.1.9. If st - limrc = £ and fcVa;fc+i > - c , for some c > 0 and for 
every fc, then lima; = £. 
T h e o r e m 8.1.10. If st -\imCi x = i and fcVxfc+i > - c , for some c > 0 
and for every k, then l imx = L 
In this chapter we obtain Tauberian results for statistically convergent dou-
ble sequences. 
8.2. M a i n R e s u l t s 
Here we denote the backward differences of Xjk as follows: 
V i i Xjk = Xjk - Xj-i^k - Xj,k-i + ^j-i,k-i 
Vio Xjk = Xjk - a j^-i.fc 
Voi Xjk =Xjk -Xj^k-i-
We can also easily compute the following differences: 
Dl. Xjk - Xj+p^k+g = Ei=jVl E S + 1 Vii Xis 
i=j+l Vio Xi^k+g — 2^s=k+l v o l a^j+p.s 
= - E L J + i Vio Xik - Es= |+i Vol a j^+p.s 
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D2- OCnj - Xnk = Yj's=k+1 ^ o i Xns 
Dz- Xnm ~ Xkm = Z-«i=fc+i V i o Xim 
DA- Xjk — Xnm = 2-ii=j+\ Z-'s=fc+l ^ 1 1 -^is 
— S f L j + l V i o Xim — E ^ f c + i V o l Xns 
Us- Xjk — Xfim ~ Xnk i Xnm = Z^i=j-)-l ^s=k+l ^ H -^'^s-
Our first Tauberian theorem is as follows: 
Theorem 8.2.1. Let x = {xjk) be a double sequence with 5*2 — lima; = i 
and there exist a constant rii such that 
(8.2.1.1) Vn Xjk = 0{j-^); 
(8.2.1.2) Vio Xjk = 0 ( ) ) ; 
(8.2.1.3) Vol x,-fc = 0 ( i ) , 
whenever j,k > Jii. Then lim^jt Xjk = H. 
Proof. Since 5*2 — limx = ^, by Corollary 7.3.4, there exists a sequence 
y = {Vjk) such that Umj-fc y^^ = t and 
(8.2.1.4) h{{3.k).,3 <n,k<m:yjk= xjk] = 1. 
For each j and k we write 
J = MJ) + KJ) and k = X{k) +/j,(k), 
where A(^ -) = max{z < j : y,, = x,,} and X{k) = max{s < k : yj, = xj^}. In 
case t^ he sets {i < J : y,, = a:,,} and / o r {5 < ^ : y,, = : . , J are empty, we take 
A(i) _ - 1 , \(k) = - 1 . Note that this can happen only for a finite number oi j 
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and k. 
Now we will show that 
(3,,,, >Tfi = ° - ? S -
Suppose that 
Then 
-rr I {(i, s), i<j,s<k: Xis ^  Vis} jk 
- (A(j) + Mj))(A(fc) + Mfc)) 
Hmk) + xik)f,u)+KJ)Kk) 
X{j)X{k) + X{j)i,{k) + /xO')A(fc) + fi{j)i,{k) 
e + e + e^ e^ + 2e . ,n o i «^  
e^ + e + e + i = P m T T ' ^ ('•'•'•'^' < 
i.e. if (8.2.1.6) holds for infinitely many terms j and k we get a contradiction to 
(8.2.1.4). 
Hence (8.2.1.5) holds. 
Now by the conditions (8.2.1.1) - (8.2.1.3) and Di, we have 
A(J)+MO) A(fc)+M(fc) A(i)+M(i) 




AXjjHk) ^ Bfxij) ^ cm 
(A(i) + l)(A(fc) + 1) A(j) + 1 ii{k) + l 
-^ 0 as j , A; -> oo by (8.2.1.5) , 
where A, B and C are constants. 
Hence limj,fe Xjk = ^ , since linij^ fc yjk = ^. 
Lemma 8.2.2. Let x = {xjk) be a double sequence. If there exists a constant 
Ui such that the following conditions hold 
(8.2.2.1) VnXjk = 0{j-,); 
(8.2.2.2) Vio rc.-fc = 0(1); 
(8.2.2.3) ^01 Xjk = 0(1), 
whenever j , k > Ui. Then (Vn Cn x)nm = 0{-^). 
Proof. For all n,m > 1 
nm{Vn Cu x)nm = nm 
1 n 771 -I n — i 771 
j = i fc=i (n - l)m j=^ ^ 1 a; 3k 
1 n 771—1 n — 1 TTi—1 
E E^  n{m - 1) ^tl , t i '" {n - l)(m - 1) j ^ ^i r-jk 
{n - l)(m - 1) ( n - l ) ( m - l ) ^ Y^xjk 
n 771—1 7 1 - 1 7 7 1 - 1 
• n 
n — 1 771 
("^'-1)E E^i^-"^(" ' - l )E E^-Jk + nm.'^ Y^'ik 
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( n - l ) ( m - l ) 
n m n m n m 
j=l fc=l i = l A:=l j = l fc=l 
n m n—1 m n—1 m 
i = i fc=i j = i fc=i j=i k=i 
n m—1 n m—1 n—1 tn—1 
_7=1 fc=l j = l fc=l j=X k=l 
( n - l ) ( m - l ) 
/ n m, n—1 TO n m.—1 n—1 m - 1 
H E E^jfc-E E^jfc-EE^ifc + E E 
^_j=l A;=l j = l fc=l i = l A:=l i = l fc=l 
^ n 771 71—1 771 
" ( E E^jfc-E E j^fc 
\ - = i fc=i j = i fc=i 
n 7n n TTI—1 >. n TO " 
-^i E E i^fc - E E ^jk) + E E i^fc 
^_;= l fc=l j = l fc=l '^ 3=1 fc=l 




nTn '^ / J ^nk ' ^ / j ^jm r ^ ^ / _, 37^/; 
A-=l j=l j=l fc=l 
(7Z-l)(m-l) 
n j - 1 n-l 
nm Xnm -nY^Xr,k-n x^m -mY^Xjm-m Xr, 
k=\ j = l 
71-1 m—1 n—1 TO—1 
+ E Y.^3k + Y. ^'jm + E "^ifc + ^r> 
j=l fc=l j = l k=l 
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( n - l ) ( m - l ) 
T7i—1 n — 1 
( n - l ) ( m - l)Xnm - n J2 ^'nk - mY^ Xjm 
fc=l j = l 
71—1 7n—1 n ^ l 171—1 
j = i fc=i i = i fc=i 
( n - l ) ( m - l ) 
m—1 n—1 n—1 m—1 
{n-l){m-l)xnm-{n-l) Y^ r r^-(OT-l) Y ^jm+Y J2 ^Jk 
k=l j=\ 3=1 k=l 
n—1 rn-1 
(n - l ) (m- l )^ t ' i ^1 / ^ / ^ [^nm ^nfc -^ J'TTI ~r -^jfej 
1 7 1 — 1 7 7 1 - 1 
(n-l)(m-l)g ,5[,j^, X^ Vol a^Tii - Y Vol a^ . J S 
s=fc+l 
, byD2 
1 7 1 — 1 
(„_l)(^_l)g 
' 7 7 1 - 1 771 771—1 771 
Y H Vol Xni-Y Y ^01 ^3^ 
lk=\ i=A:-r-l jk=l s=fc+l 
1 T l — 1 
(„_i)(^,_i)E ^ ( i - l ) V o i 3:ni - X ^ ( S - l ) V o i Xjs 
Li=2 s=2 
= 0(1). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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Corollary 8.2.3. Let x = {xjk) be a double sequence and there exist a 
constant ni such that 
(a) if Vio x,fc = 0{)\ then (Vio Cio x)n = 0{^) 
(b) if Vol Xjk = 0 ( J ) , then (Vol C^ oi x)m = 0{^), 
whenever j,k> rii. 
Theorem 8.2.4. For a double sequence x = (xjk) if 5*2 — lini Cn x = £ and 
there exists a constant rii such that 
(8.2.4.1) Vn x^k = 0( J); 
(8.2.4.2) Viox,fc = 0 ( i ) ; 
(8.2.4.3) Vol rc.fc = O(^), 
whenever j , k > rii. Then hmj_fca;jfc = L 
Proof. Using conditions (8.2.4.1) - (8.2.4.3) and Lemma 8.2.2 we have 
limCii X — £. Now by Theorem 8.1.4 we get 
lima;,fc = L 
Corollary 8.2.5. Let x = (xjk) be a double sequence and there exist a 
constant rii such that 
(a) if 5*2 - limCio x = £ and Vio a^ jfc = 0{j) then limj_fc Xjk = i 
(b) if 5*2 - limCoi x = £ and Voi Xjk = 0(1) then limj,^ Xjk = £, 
whenever j , k > rii. 
Theorem 8.2.6. Let x = {xjk) be a double sequence with 5*2 - hma; = ^ 
and there exist constants rii and M such that 
(8.2.6.1) jkVn xj+iMi > -M; 
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(8.2.6.2) j Vio xj+i,k > - M ; 
(8.2.6.3) k Vol Hk+i > -M, 
whenever j , fc > Ui. Then Unij^ fc Xjk = L 
Proof. Prom Theorem 8.2.1 we have 
(8.2.6.4) l i m ^ = 0, l i i n ^ = 0. 
3 X{j) k X{k) 
and 
S2{{j, k)J <n,k<m: yjk = Xjk} = 1 
where j = A(j) +/i(j) and k = X{k) + fj,(k). 
Now 
VmMk) - ^jk = ^x(j)Mk) - ^xij)+i^U)Xk)+i^{k) 
A O ) + M O ) A(fc)+^(fc) 
Y, ^10 XiMk) - Yl ^01 ^'\(J)+^LU),s (by Di ) 
i=A(i)+l s=A(fc)+l 
< E ~^+ y -^-
~ ^-^ i — 1 ^ <? — 1 
U A O M W - , . I < ^ + 2 ^ 
- ^ 0 as j,k ^oo by (8.2.6.4) 
Hence hm^ -^ ^ Xjk = L 
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Lemma 8.2.7. Let x = {xjk) be a double sequence and there exist constants 
Hi and M such that 
(8.2.7.1) jkVn Xj+iMi > " ^ i 
(8.2.7.2) j Vio Xj+i^k > -M; 
(8.2.7.3) k Vol Xj,k+i > -M, 
whenever j , k > ni. Then (Vn Cn x)nm > -M. 
Proof. As in Lemma 8.2.2 we have 
( V i i Cu X)nm = 
n—1 m—1 
E E[^ " (n - l ) ( m - 1) j .^ i ^ 1 Xnk -X jm Xjk] 
n—1 771—1 
E E (n-l)(m-l) t^  tei 
77 771 
E E Vn X,, 
.i=i+i s=fc+i 
(by i^5) 
1 71 771 
( n - l ) ( m - l ) -^ 2 ^ 
> 
1 n m _jt^ 
Corollary 8.2.8. Let x = (xjk) be a double sequence and there exist con-
stants 71-1 and M such that 
(a) if ^"Vio xj+i^k > -M, then (Vio Cjo x)n > -M 
(b) if A-Voi xj^k+i > - M , then (Voi CQI x)m > - M , 
whenever j ' , k > 7?,i. 
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Theorem 8.2.9. Let x = (xjk) be a double sequence with 5^2—hmCn x = £ 
and there exist constants rii and M such that 
(8.2.9.1) jfcVii Xj+i,k+i > -M; 
(8.2.9.2) j Vio xj+i,k > -M; 
(8.2.9.3) k Vol Xj,k+i > - M , 
whenever j , k > rii. Then Hnij^ fc Xjk = ^. 
Proof. Replacing x by Cn 2; in Theorem 8.2.6, we get limCn x = L Now 
using Theorem 8.1.3 we get hmj^k x = i. 
Corollary 8.2.10. Let x = (xjk) be a double sequence and there exist 
constants ni and M such that 
(a) if 5^ 2 — limCio x = £ and jVio Xj+i^k > —M then limj^k^jk — £ 
(b) if 5*2 - limCoi x = £ and fcVoi Xj^k+i > —M then limj^kXjk — £, 
whenever j,k> n-i'. 
8.3. Examples 
In this section we give examples (i) to show that all the conditions in The-
orem 8.2.1 and 8.2.4 must be satisfied, (ii) as suggested by Moricz [39, Problem 
Example 8.3.1. Let x = (xjk) be a double sequence defined by 
{ k , if A: is squqre, for all j , k , otherwise. 
We see that 
\{U,k) •.\xjk-0\>e}\<n^/^,. 
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Hence st.^ - limj^k^jk = 0. Also jkVn Xj,k = 0 = jVio Xj^k, V j , A; > 1 but 
/cVoi Xj^k is unbounded. Further \\mj_kXjk does not exist. Therefore all the 
conditions in Theorem 8.2.1 and 8.2.4 must hold. 
Note that iim Cn x does not exist but st^ — lim Cn x = Q. 
Example 8.3.2. Let x = (xjk) be a double sequence defined by 
{ 1 , if i is odd. for all A;, 0 , otherwise. 
It is clear that lim_,_fc Xjk and st2 — limj^ fc Xjk do not exist but 
lim Cn X = ^ = st2 — lim Cu x . 
Now 
jfcVii Xj^k = 0. /cVoi Xj^k = 0 
but jVio Xj^k is unbounded. Hence we can not drop any condition of our theo-
rems. 
This example also provides the solution of Problem 1 of Moricz, i.e. there exists 
a double sequence x = (xjk) which is summable Cn to a finite limit, conditions 
and 
hold but the condition 
jkVn Xj+i.k+1 > -M 
A"Vol x,k~i > -M 
JVio Xj+i_k > -M 
does not hold and x fails to converge. 
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